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See Story Below
CITY
EDITION
Sheriff's Dept. May Probe Mei Killing
Netters Seeks County Investigation
Of Memphis Police Brutality
AN EDITORIAL
Police Brutality
Is Everybody's Problem
When Henry Loeb took office as Mayor and ap-
pointed Frank Holloman as the Director of Fire and
Police a Pandora's Box of Brutality and Repression
has covered Memphis' Black community. Mr. Hollo-
man obviously has very little interest in the welfare
of the entire community. The repression that was
once pecular to Black People has now taken hold
of the white Memphians also. In each police killing
there have been very obvious racial implications and'
the situation isn't geting any better.
It has been made clear by Mr. Holloman, through
his statements, that he neither cares nor will attempt
to do anything about police brutality. In his mind he
may think he's doing, a service for the community,
unfortunately he is doing a disservice to this com-
munity. This attitude is reflected in Mr. Holloman's.
own Police Force.
There are many "good" policemen on the force,
who attempt to do their jobs fairly and justly but all
their efforts are hindered by a few sick cops.
The white cOmmunity is also feeling the symp-
toms of repression, and danger. Last week a bullet
fired at a prowler, smashed through the front door
of Mrs. Mary Flavin. 22 and hit her in the left
foot. There are those who would say such an act was
just an accident, but if police are not trained any
better in the use of their firearms in residential
neighborhoods no one will be safe.
The increase in police killings of a few weeks ago
should have seen enough to show Mr. Holloman, that
his Police Dept., was in serious need of house clean-
ing. The death of Charles Lee Crenshaw, a man who
fought for his country and had to come to Memphis
to die at the hands of Holloman's vigilantes should
be enough to show this community that Mr. Holloman
has to go.
Mr. Holloman constantly says "I've never in my
life seen a brutal polcleman." His attitude is jeopard-
ng black and white citizens alike. It is imperative
that director Holloman and Chief Henry Lux resign
immediately before the situation becomes acute in
Memphis.
FUTURE TV EXECUTIVE
Hollis F. Price Retires
From LeMoyne-Owen
Dr. Hollis F. Price will not news to the meklia.
leave Memphis when he retires
as president of LeMoyne
Owen College. Announcement
of his retirement is expected
later this summer.
Mori Greiner, chief execu-
tive officer of WMC-TV, an-
nounced this week that Dr.
Price would join the station
as a f ull.time executive,
hopefully by August 1.
Mr. Greiner said "We came
to an agreement last Feb. 25
on Dr, Price's position, but
we tad held up tnniuncement
of it until he could wind up
his affairs at LeMoyne-Owen."
A successor to Dr. Price at
the college has not been an-
nounced by the board of trus-
tees, but an official announce-
ment is expected sometime
around the later part of July.
Dr. Price has had several
offers on the executive level
but his decision W a • not known
until Mr. Greiner broke t h e
- Peace Brothers
To Attend Ceremony
In Washington
kiiii00111
A
Malunda Ill, Sonya Malunda, Glen Meadows
and Miss Minerva Jane Johnien driving the
car.
federal
Upward Bound Project
Enters 5th Summer
The
grants t
. .
• • Bertrand High School, is a Vember 22. 1969. and Byford to the John Gaston Hospital
stude'nt at Kemper llihtery called- the police on Coleman! in Memphis.
1 College at Boonville, Missouri. upon learning of his return The Crittencion County
'He is aciive in all sports, sings to Arkansas Branch of the National Asso-
i t w o church choirs there. Coleman again left the coun. ciation for the Advancement
. Moses was a member last ty, returning March 1970. . of Colored People intend to
year with the Memphis Sym- During one meeting with protest the incident
phony Chorus which perform- -
ed with Pablo Casal.
Samuel is a product of Father 0E0 Grant ShouldBertrand High School where
he was awarded the John
Philip Sousa Award for Musi- Aid Minority Businessescal Excellence. He is attend-,
ing Shenadoah Conservatory'
of Music in Winchester. Va.. In •
where he has appeared on II
numerous TV. Programs as On Friday June 26, the of- possiblty pointfifth summer session a soloist. Samuel also partici-
.15c
Byford the youth reporind
that Byford told him that fic
Coleman paid ten dollars .he
would drop the charges.
Wea‘er and his son called.
Coleman o‘er to their car.•
On approaching the car Her-
bert Weaver demanded that
Coleman get in the car.
On Coleman's refusal the
elder Weaver pulled a double-
barreled derringer and re-
peated his demands Coleman
said Billy Weaver then jump-
ed from the car, grabbed his
arm and his father Herbert
shot Coleman in the leg.
They then placed Coleman
in the back seat of the car,
took him to the combination
store and post office run by
the elder Wea‘er and his
wife, wrapped his leg in
rags and took him to the Crit-
tendon County Hospital. Cole-
man was later transferred
Sanuici ,,nd Moses .1. Peace.
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Peace. Sr. of 4819 Horn Lake
Road will participate in the
Honor America Day Service
in Washington D.C. July 4,
1970 with The Century men
(One Hundred Southern Bap-
tist Ministers of Music.)
They will appear on the
11-Noon Billy Graham Service
(Television Coverage). and the
Bob Hope Spectacular Tele-
vision Coverage) 7:30-9 00 p. m.
Moses. a graduate of Father
statement coined by liberals !for the local project 'Upward Bound project is European Tour in 1968, Fea-WOPC
si4
Attorney Otis Higgs who is campaigning for
Judge of General Sessions Court Division
IV, rode in a caravan Saturday June 27
Giving Attorney Higgs support were Mekin
WOPC Heads For Fall
It was reported to the Tri-
State Defender that Calvin
Coleman, an 18-year-old black
youth, was shot in the leg by
Crittendon Country (A r X.)
school board president Herbert
Weaver at 10:45 Monday morn-
ing. Weaver also heads the
Crittendon County Democratic
machine.
The youth was reportedly
sitting on the front porch of
a friend's home when Weaver
drove up with his son who is
running for Sheriff of Critten-
don County.
Coleman said the incident
stemmed from two years ago
when he and other youths
were playing on Crittendon
County Road and broke the
car w.indov. of Al G. Byford.
Byford swore out a warrant
for Coleman's arrest, shortly
i after Coleman left the state for
Illinois in October. He return-
ed to Crittendon County on No-
Memphi
fice of Economic Opportunity of his concern'Tower to The People." a not approve he governent-sponsored pated in All Student USA
awarded a Si million grant to
to as tn exampl.)
for Blacks.
By awarding this grant to
and left wing radicals was; for 1970-1971 since all grants !underway at Lealoyne-Owen tured soloist at the Appleblos- the Memphis Area Chamber the Cha mber of Commerce,for such programs must be . College. som Festival in Winchesternever more prevalent, on the of Commerce, for the develop-
night of June 23, when some approved by City and County Seventy high school students, Virginia
300 blacks confronted the War Government, there is little primarily from Cary er, 
chance that City Council or Northside. and Booker T.
Washington. are enrolled in Defenderthe p r o gram whith will
continue through July 24. The
summer session was launched 
June 12 with activity on Mon- Knock
days through Fridays from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Upward Bound is a project' A Door
approved by the Federal
Government under the direc-
Mr. Greiner, vice president
and general manager of WMC
stations, said: "We are de-
lighted to have the services
of Dr. Price. He will be a full-
time executive with an office
and secretary and will be in-
valuable to us in policy mak-
ing and advice to civic affairs
and the fields of education
and racial matters.
On Poverty Committee in be-
half of Washington Butler, Jr.,
the director of the local agency.
It is difficult to evaluate
the true meaning behind the
problems withWOPC. but if
Tuesday night is any indica-
tion of W 0 P C's success it
has obviously done one thing
that many WOPC agencies
around the country haven't
been able to do and that is it
has reached the people. Last
year Memphis' WOPC w a s
"We will expect him to con-
tinue in his various good works
for the community and will en-
courage him to do so. We feel
he brings vast experience
and knowledge to the field of
broadcasting."
Dr. Price has been president
of LeMoyne-Owen since 1943.
He became pi*sident after
serving the college as dean
for two years. He came to
tion of the Office of 
Health.' ContestEducation and Welfare. The
project's aim is to motivate.' T e Tri-State
encourage and equip students news carriers have adoptedpurchase of food stamps andconsidered one of the most
effective in Country. To Un-
derstand the problems that
County will act to save WOPC,
without some sort of major
confrontation with the people.
Such a confrontation must
take place before July for
this is when the money must
be incorporated into this year's
fiscal bcdget.
Among the more outstanding
programs is MAP- South,
which serv es the South
Memphis Area; services in-
cludes issuance of food stamps,
food; training in Key Punch
,operations.
are racing WOPC in Mem- One of the most successful
programs' theNorth Mem-
phis action project. This pro-
ject setves the North Memphis
area, the services given by this
See Page 2
Pastor's Wife
Enters Political Race
from high poverty areas to
shoot for higher education.
, New and conventional approach-
es are used to achieve this'
I goal. 
,i The summer curriculum in-cludes mathematics, social
studies, communication skills,
art, typewriting and modern
dance. Extra curriciNiia activ-
ities include swimmin
volleyball, softball, concerts,
field trips, theaters, boating,
'and an out-of-town tour of
historical sites.
! The summer session also
'provides each U. B. student
with two hot meals a day,
books, transportation and a
the slogan "Knock on A New
Doors' during the Defender's
Annual Carrier's Summer Con-
test.
The carriers are increasing
circulation by adding new
customers to their route. By
doing this, they are vying for
some of the top prizes offered
by the Tri-State Defender.
The prizes include roadmaster
bikes, basketball and baseball
equipment.
All Defender carriers are
encouraged to enter the con-
test.
weekly stripend of $10. Ballet To PerformThe project director is Willie —
E. Johnson. The staff in-
for the Shelby County Demo- eludes Mrs. Emma T. John-
Butler and the programs he rratic
has instituted in WOPC, District 8.
Executive Committee, son of Douglass High. coun- t
selor; Mrs. Mozella R. Wil- eMoyne-Owen
though the council in the past The candidate, active in civic hams of B. T. Washington,
has partially funded the pro- affairs since she and her family liaison aide; Miss A performance by the Crea-
gram, in many instances, they husband moved to Memphis Delores Williams.  
would make it very difficult 
secretary; Live Arts Ballet Company of
in 1951, is presently the second Mrs. Eldora Amos and Mrs. Memphis is scheduled for 10:30
for Mr. Butler and, now with vi„ president of the New Juanita Turner of Manassas,ITtiesday morning, July 7, at
the combination of problems,
they have just what they need a
Chicago 40th Ward Civic, LeMoyne-Owen College.
Ken-
to put an end to the WOPC nedy
board member of the 
programs-in Memphis. 
Democratic Organiza-
LeMoyne after teaching eco- The Shelby County Quarter- 
Um. and second vice presi-
nomics 10 years at Tuskegee ly Court and the City Council 
dent of the Manassas High
Institute. have indicated that they will See Page 2
----
phis, it is necessary to exam-
ine the problem from a na-
tional standpoint. The first
problem was tie Nixon Ad-
ministration's complete over-
haul of all community action
agencies within the Depart-
ment of Labof, Health Edu-
cation and Welfare and the Of-
fice of Economic Opportunity,
giving control to local govern-
ments. Like Most of the Nixon
Administration's changes it
would work for some and
hinder others, depending on,
the attitude of City officials.'
Unfortunately the City Council
and Mayor Henry Loeb have
been very hostile toward Mr.
Mrs. Sarah Swannigan, wife
of Rev. N. D. Swannigan, pas-
tor of Gospel Temple Baptist
Church, recently entered the
political race as a candidate
mathematics; M r s. Annye
Hughes and Thomas Walsh
of B. T. Washington, English;
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton of
Douglass and Marion Brewer
The performers will appear
on the stage of Bruce Hall.
The dance program includes
"The Spider's Feast." "Dances
See Page 2 See Page 2
ment of minority enterprises
This is the first time 0E0 has
given a grant directly to a!
'Chamber of Commerce in the
United States.
If the program secceeds,
Memphis will be one city
that President Nixon can
Jackson Wins
Defender's championship
An announcement came re-
cently from Richard Ruther-
ford, coach of many Memphis
amateur boxers that Nat Jack-
son won the Italian light heavy-
weight championship. defeat-
ing his opponent during the
first round in 1:25. The Cham-
pionship bout, held in Rome.
is one of many titles that Jack-
son holds.
According to Mr. Ruther-
ford, Jackson has fought for
championship titles since he
was 17. Presently, at 20, he
holds the Mid South Cham-
pionship. Southeast AM]. the
U. S. Liht Heavyweight Title,
and the North American title.
Earlier in his career Jack-
son quit the fights but was
encouraged by coach Ruther-
ford not to give up after a
defeat. The decision to continue
has spawned many bouts
ari,und the world
On July 1st and 4th. Jack.
son will fight in Belgrade, Yu-
goslavia. and in Bucharest, Ro-
mania on July 7.
Jackson, a Booker T. Wash-
ington graduate, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson, 514
Cambridge.
REGISTER TO VOTE NOW!
Memphis automatically quali-
fies for the special impacted ar-
ea of Memphis that is designat-
ed as a "redevelopment area"
by EDA. This will open the
way for additional grants
from other federal agencies.
The special impact area of
the grant is the section of
the city that possibly needs
it most - the MAP
-SOUTH
area. This section of the
city is bounded on the North
by E. H. Crump Boulevard
to Third Street to Railfoad
Avenue to Route 1-225; on the
West by 1-255 to Person to
Latham to I. C. R. R. to Mit-
chell to Anderson Road to
Weaver Road to Levi Road:
on the South by the Yazoo
!and Mississippi Valley RR
tracks; and on the East by
McKeller Lake and River
Road and to South Parkway,
west to Route 1-55.
•
Desoto County NAACP
Plans Suit Against County
Charging that the County
officials are trying to keeto
blacks living in conditions that
are unfit for human beings, the
DeSoto County, Mississippi
Branch announced plans for a
suit. Reverend S. L. Lowden,
President of the Branch, charg-
ed that County officials would
not grant permits for blacks
to build on land they present-
ly own in Nesbitt.
Rev. Lowden said "the "biteç.
are hoping to make hefidng
conditions so bad for ',tacks
that most of them will leave
Nesbitt." He said black people
'are born in Nesbitt, helped tn
build it, pay taxes there and
they are there to stay
11
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Upward
Continued From Page 1
of Northside, social studies;
Mri. Pearline Grandberry of
B. T. Washington, typewriting;
Miss Mary Jackson, a recent
graduate of Tenn. State Uni-
veraity, art; and Mrs. Emery
S. Hill, a teacher at Overton
High, modern dance.
College students serving as
tutors are Miss Edna Brown,
social studies, LeMoyne-Owen;
Miss Fannie Woods, assistant
director of recreation, Le-
Moyne-Owen; Tommy Win-
field, a r t, LeMoyne-Owen;
Earl K i e ch, mathematics,
senior at Southwestern; Jerry
Johnson, mathematics and
swimming, graduate of the
University of Denver; Miss
Susie Howe, English. senior
at Centre College; Miss
Marilyn Pearlman, English
graduate of Southwestern; and
Miss Berdelle Warner, a junior
at Caleton College, Northfield,
Minnesota, social studies.
Ballet
Continued Frees Page
Sacred and Profane," "Sleep-
ing Beauty," "Cinderella,"
"Don Quixote," and "Faust."
The selections will be ac-
companied by a lecture de-
monstration on the how and
why of ballet.
The public is invited to this WOPC
free performance.
The Creative Arts Company
was formed 'in the fall of 1969
as a non-profit organization
to encourage wider participa-
tion in dance as an art form.
George Latimer and his com-
pany have danced for many
audiences in the Mid
-South,
ranging from opera groups
and schools to poverty-strick-
en area, in the community
where people cannot afford
to see a ballet.
Since its founding, the group
has played to audiences of
over 20,000. The company
stresses ballet with a strong
dramatic flair., as well as the
traditional abstract, in order
to reach a wider audience.
The dancers are from schools
all over Memphis and vicinity:
Memphis S t a te, Hamilton,
I Woodd ale , Central, Jackson,
Germantown and others.
Mr. Latimer came to Mem-
phis from the University of
California at Berkeley. He
worked as assistant director
of the Memphis Civic Ballet
until the formation of Mem-
phis Academy of Ballet which
houses the Creative Arts Bal-
let Company.
Continued From Page 1
organisation a r e generally
the same as MAP-South,
similar to the above mentioned
projects is Northeast Shelby
Projects. Another Delegate
Agency of WOPC is t h e
Early Childhood Development
Project which will establish
30 additional head starts in the
near future and has received
1$1.2 million grant from HEW's
!Child Development Office.
Other programs under
WOPC are, Family Plann-
ing, Emergency Food & Medi-
cal Services, Youth Opportun-
ity Programs, Vista Project,
Neighborhood Youth Corp.
Each of these program if cut
will have a very bad effect
on the City of Memphis, whose
city government has shown
much hostility toward WOPC.
TSU Will Pky Alcorn
n freedom Classic
NASHVILLE — Hoping for
the biggest road show payoff in
the school's history, Tennessee
State University's athletic di-
rector, Howard C. Gentry sign-
ed the Big Blue football team
to open the season in Los An-
geles' Urban League Freedom
Classic Sept. 11, 19'70
"This is one of the greatest
activities in which our athletic
department has been engaged
in the shcool's history." Gentry
beamed. "Last year, the initial
Freedom Classic drew 62,000
fans in the L. A. Coliseum and
grossed more than a quarter.
million dollars at the gate."
Facing Alcorn A&M College
eleven in the California Classic
gives the John Merritt-coached
gridders, who were 7-1-1 last
year, a 10-game schedule for
the coming season opening
their W. J. Hale Stadium home-
stand Sept. 19, against Ken-
tucky State.
"We are pleased to partici-
pate in any activity with an
Greatest Value! I
= A Lifetime of Elegance
is yours in these two master bedroom groupings by
famous KROEHLER...but look at the low price!
DOWNTOWN
1.57 So, Moir 526-5906
—
,
.rert- 4
.4'
Every piece protected by Kroehler's
exclusive new super-finish, Concerto by Celanese!
iffany- . . a magnificent suite for contem-
porary tastes and carefree living! Crafted in clean
pecan veneers and solids with simulated wood com-
ponents, this grouping has mar-proof safety with
Kroehler's new Concerto finish by Celanese. In-
cludes triple dresser, framed mirror, chest, and panel
headboard. Matching Commode, $66.
4-Piece
Suite!
LAUREL WOOD WHITENAVEN
450 Per•1n.. Extd. 685-8277
ire. Prori. ins tresiii• Store
4212 Hwy. 51 So, 396-9496
Pr•• P•rlring 11.644 it.,.
'399
Take Months to Pay!
PARK AYE
3015 Pork Ave. 323-7636
Ire* 1•std• Stor•
organization like the Urban
League that is engaged in help-
Arts And Crafts Win
Award At State Meet
The Tennessee Federation of
Colored Women's Clubs met in
Dyersburg, Tenn., June 16-18,
and all of the state officers re-
elected to four-year terms.
ing many people in this country One of the most outstandingget a leg up on the economic
ladder," Gentry continued.
"It is going to be a great
sports spectacle because both
schools are sending their foot-
bdll teams and marching bands
this year." Gentry revealed.
"With the kind of backing thel
Los Angeles Urban League has
shown. this Freedom Classic
has the opportunity of becoming
the greatest sports show among
the prAominantly black col-
leges."
Pastor's
Continued From Page 1
School P.T.A.
Mrs. Swannigan, an Auxil-!
lary Probation Officer, is also!
active in the Greater Memphis;
Democratic Women's Club,,
the North Area Committee of!
the YWCA, and the 40th Ward
Precinct Club.
Mrs. Swannigan is not only
active in civic affairs, but
she is also actively involved
in religious affairs. Her reli-
gious activities include leader
of the Matron Circle at the
Gospel Temple Church, Sun-
day School teacher in the
Junior Department. and or-
ganizer and leader of the Noon
Prayer Hour.
A registered nurse, Mrs.
Swannigan, is a graduate of
Compact High School, Kings
Mountain, N.C. She attended
Johnson C. Smith University
and received her nurse's train-
ing from the Good Samaritan
Hospital School of Nursing,
Charlotte, N.C. and the Man-
hattan State Hospital, New
York City.
• Now S bowing!!
His name s' CAT"./A i/yr,'
and his credo is short
and sweet!
1[PENC.f
HILL • WOLFF
God Forgives at: 2:45 6:20 9:50
Journey at: Loo 4:25 8:00
and you thought King Cotton Hot Dogs
only went on a bun)
More than just a sandwich • More than just a snack
KING
COTTON
HOT DOGS
go will with salads with soups in casseroles, before the party snacks
in virtually any food situation. King Cotton hot dogs are so versatile
FLAVORFUL • JUICY • TASTY • NUTRITIOUS
Made in the U.S Government inspected Kitchens of
THE NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY
departments of the State Fed-
eration is its Arts and Crafts
Department, which has grown
from only three cities to 20 in
the past five years.
TflC department repre,ents'
th women's work with their
families and in their homes,
itwitihdecorative and useful ar-ides.
The winner of first prize tro-
phy for arts and crafts was
;Chattanooga. Second prize of
$7.50 was won by Humboldt
and third prize of $5.00 was
captured by Nashville. Winning
honorable mentions were Jack-
•
son Dickson and Memphis.
On Wednesday night, June 17,
before a large audience, Dr.
H.C. Hardy of Tennessee State
University p r e sented Mrs.
Frances E. Tharpe of Memphis,
State Arts and Crafts chair-
man a beautiful plaque for
the outstanding display the Ten-
nessee Federation put on for
Tennessee State University dur-
ing the Farm, Home and Mini-
sters Institute held there on
Nov. 14, 1969.
The art display was rated as
one of the best ever shown on
the Nashville campus.
The State Art chairman
wishes to share her honor with
the following persons, cities
and their state officers: Mrs.
Cora B. Robinson, state chair-
man; Mrs. Alice J. Coleman,
state president; Mrs. Marian
I. Patton, state co-chairman,
and Mrs. Fannie Dobbins, state
judge.
Also with Mesdames Luelle
Long, Chattanooga; Ruth C.
Whittaker, Columbia; M e s-
dames Gentry and Tuggle,
Humboldt; Georgia Wisdom,
Jackson; C. Roberts, Lewi s-
burg; Earnestine Martin, Mem-
phis; Marian L. Patton, Nash-
ville and Mesdames Coleman
and Pinder, Pulaski.
Mrs. Tharpe is also co-chair-
man of the Southeastern Color
ed Women's Clubs and was re-
cently named to the National
Arts and Crafts Committee in
Washington, D. C., by the na-
tional CWC president.
A large delegation from Mem-
phis attended the State Conven-
tion in Dyersburg.
Columbia will be host city
for the State Federation in in.
Anybody can make a
hard liquor.
A soft whiskey is
something else.
1
.4
The difference between hard liquor
and soft whiskey is more than just a
matter of taste.
What makes Calvert Extra soft is the
way it is distilled and blended.
So while soft whiskey has a unique
taste, it is also as smooth and mellow as
the best imported Scotch did Canadian.
It took us many years and thousands
of experiments to develop the unique
taste of soft whiskey.
It wasn't easy.
But we think you'll agree it was
Worth it.
Calvert Extra
The Soft Whiskey
BLENDED WHISKEY • 86 PROOF • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS :1970 CA L'itra OISI• CO.r ECKAVIEEL se,
Your Silver Elegance story has been going along
I well . from the very first free place setting
through the chapters when you purchased all those
lovely serving pieces. Now, like all good things,
the Union Planters Silver Elegance story
must come to an end. But you can make it a
beautiful ending.
You have until July 31st to tie all the loose
ends of the plot together. You can purchase
4-piece place settings or 2-piece giervice units forjust $2.50 each whenever yo r :eposit 425 in your
Union Planters Savings Acr—irt. Or an entire
69-piece service for eight can be yours with $42.50
and a 4360 savings account deposit.
Then all you have to do is plan a dinner party.
A really nice one. lour beet table cloth. Pretty
flowers. Candles. Your most impressive meal.
And your Silver Elegance dinnerware.
Now that's a beautiful ending.
•
Union Planters
NATIONAL RANK OF PIA PAM'S
Fealrei MO•s.1...ftedres
•
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MAKING A SELECTION on one of the See.
burg Stereophonic music vending machines
he places in all Harlem House Restaurants
in Memphis, sundry stores, restaurants and
cafes in Shelby County area, is J.P. Mur-
rell, owner of the Speedy Amusement Corn•
pany at 271 E. H. Crump blvd. He is seen
Memphian Gets
Award During
Medical Meet
Mrs. Bereneice Madison, wife
of John E. Madison of 525 Lac-
lede, has returned home after
having attended the 38th Annual
Conveintion of the American So-
ciety of Medical Technology in
Detroit June 14-20.
Mrs. Madison won the Histo1-1
ogy-Cytology Award given byt
Scientific Products Company
for a paper she presented at
the convention in Detroit.
She is a graduate of Jack-;
son State College at Jackson,
Miss., and the Methodist Hos-
pital School of Medical Tech-
nology in Memphis.
Mrs. Madison is employed as
a medical technologist in t h e
Microbiology Department of the
Baptist Memorial Hospital in
Memphis.
MRS. BERNICE MADISON
12 Oaf
air
am
here with, from left, Mrs. Annie Young,
waitress James DuPree, general manag-
er of restaurant chain, and Mrs. Florene
Hollmos, shop manager. Waitresses at the
shops select records favored by their pa-
trons. For information about vending ma-
chines, call 774-1811. (Withers Photo)
—
Hold Fourth Of July
Picnic At St. Peter
Fun, frolic, games, rides, —
all this plus free admission
speM some of the features of
the 96th annual free picnic of
St. Peter Home for Children,
Poplar at McLean.
Food by some of Memphis
Leading restaurants will be pre-
pared and served on thd
grounds. There's to be take
home service available also.
Plenty of tree shaded spots for
your own picnic are on the
grounds if you desire.
"Here's the sure may to
have a funfilled. safe and same
Fourth of July." pointed out
Edward F. Barry, co-chairman
with Edward Longinotti of the
big event.
KDO To Sponsor
Hot Springs Trip
The Kennedy Democratic Or-
ganization is sponsoring a trip
to Hot Springs, Ark., on Sun-
day, July 12.
The bus will leave St. An-
thony Catholic Church at 5 a.m.
on Sunday. The church is lo-
cated at '1100 Vollintine ave.
The trip will include a sight-
seeing tour upon arrival in Hot
Springs. Tickets may be ob-
tained from any KDO mem-
ber.
Charlie Morris is the chair-
man and Matthew Davis presi-
dent of the organization. Mr.
Morris can be telephoned at
276-6741, and Mr. Davis at 626-
6966.
"No getting out on the high-
ways, the entire family will
he able to join in the fun and
best of all, you will be helping
a great cause."
This will probably be the
last picnic to be held at St.
Peter Home for Children, Pop-
lar at McLean. scene of so
many eventful outings. The new
St. Peter Home will be built
on Stage Road in Batlett since
the present location is now in
the heart of the city.'
J. C. McWillie and Jack Wal-
lace co-chairmen of the' 1969
are working hand in glove with
Mr. Longinotti and Mr. Barry
jo insure success of the event
which attracts thousands during
the 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. hours of
the picnic grounds are open.
More than 65 booths will have
games, awards, even a coun-
try store' filled with grocery
items from Fred Montesi and
Libeity Cash Grocers. Many
a picnic goer goes home loaded
with grocery items and allied
products.
HIDE GRAY HAIR
ime 511[K BlA[K
DOUBLE ACTION
/COLORS MY 1WR RACE
IRBSB HAIR IN PLACE
.ATALL DRUGSTORES
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Reynolds Development
Program Is Successful
TORONTO — R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.'s personnel de-
velopmept program has been
a definte success in giving
employees the opportunity to
develop their potential a Rey-
nolds executive said here re-
cently.
Marshall B. Bass, manager
of personnel development at
Reynolds. spoke *on "Human
Assets and Development" atl
the 48th annual Insurance;
Accounting a n d Statistical
Association (IASA) conference]
in Toronto.
The four-day meeting at the,:
Royal York Hotel got underl
way Sunday (June 7), with
about 2,500 members of IASA
from the U.S. and Canada at
tending.
Bass, one of several speakers
at the conference, explained
the computurized personnel
accounting system used in
personnel d e v elopment at
Reynolds, a company with more
than 26,000 employees. He said t
his company's program repre-
sented a pledge to each em-
ployee, "that his demonstrated:
talents will be reviewed and;
his abilities utilized to thei
fullest extent, and that he is !
not forgotten or taken for
granted."
As part of its personnel de-
velopment effort, Reynolds
established a skills inventory
program designed to collect
data c o ncerning individual
abilities and match them with
jobs as they become available.
"In order to make this pro-
gram functional," Bass said,
"we decided to utilize the
advantages of the computer.
for this reason, each item of
information is coded for com-
puter use — a total of nearly
900 codes."
All employees are given a
chance to record their skills,
training, education and job
experience both within Rey-
nolds and outside the company,
he said. "Out of the original
7,800 employees in 1968 that
completed the questionaries
we had some very interesting
replies."
A sample of past occupa-
tional experience showed that
1,468 as machines, 1,384 as
carpenters and 482 as welders.
"As you can see," Bass said,
'we had employees with work-
ing experience in many of
our crafts who were not utiliz-
ing these skills. And many of
these employees wanted to be
transferred."
Bass said Reynolds' long-
standing policy of seniority,
with all promotions based on
conpetency and length of
continuous service with the
company, was formalized as
a first step in establishing the
personnel development pro-
gram.
Friendly Club
Plan A Tour
To Hot Springs
The May meeting of the Busi-
ness Men and Women's Friend-
ly Club was held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Watson
on Britton St.
On Monday, June 15, a meet-
ing was held at the home of
Mrs. Alma Williams on Clay-
ton St. It opened with devotion,
after which Vice President
Bailey asked for the order of
business. Plans were complet-
ed for a tour of Hot Springs,
Ark.
Vice President Jackson Gales
gave expressions of thanks to
the members for the money,
cards and messages of sym-
pathy in the death of his broth-
er.
Johnnie Williams was present
after having been ill, and Wil-
liam Walls was reported in fair
condition in St. Joseph Hospital
with a broken foot.
At the conclusion of t h e
meeting, a delicious repast was
served by the hostess, who was
assisted by Mrs. H. Ausbon and
Mrs. J. Williams. The next
meeting is scheduled for t h e
home of the Williams on Lyon
ave.
Mrs. Spencer Brooks is presi-
11,651 employees had previous- dent of the club and Mrs. D.W.
ly earned wages as painters, Bailey reporter.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
. For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. 3A 74320
Alasaphis, Tossessso
°VOUS Cowper Air Whet You Ask Fir Awl
Casmitaa What You Think Cl'
BIG STAR4NOWr
Offers You A ;1?
FREE
AVOCADO
GREEN
22-OUNCE
ICE TEA GLASS
(With $5.00 Purchase Ancl.Coupon From Daily Paper)'
Shop Big Star
GREATER SAVINGS
Plus
QUALITY STAMPS
Pais a
REAM HATS Fantastic Sale Of Wigs BLACK
Choose From
2 Styles...
100%
HUMAN HAIR
Compare At $25
Believe It OR
NOT!
NOW $12
We Are Closing Our Summer
Hats At 1/2 Price And Less.
DORA & ESTELLA
ARE ALWAYS HERE-
WILLING TO SERVE
YOU WITH EXPERT
ADVICE FOR YOUR
HAIR NEEDS AND
HAT SELECTIONS
is
BEAUTIFUL
Look In Beauty For Anyone.
Choose From a Variety Of Styles And Colors Either In The
Short Afro Or The Long Curly.
NATURAL-CURL/
NATURAL
BankAmericard
Rheelee Chirp 
 RHEALEE HATS 4952N6o. 3. MainMaster Charge
Agji4i1.1
f '
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Witnesses
Tuscaloosa, Alabama will
be the site of the "Men of
Goodwill' district convention of
Jebovah's Witnesses this sum-
mer, announced Gilbert Branch
overseer of the West Memphis
Arkansas commation.
To Attend District Convention
The four-day convention if draw a crowd of approximate- Volunteer workers from 12
scheduled for July 16-19 at the ly 10,000.
University of Alabama Me-
morial Coliseum. This is one of
33 conventions scheduled for
this year in the United States
and Canada and is expected to
At their meeting this week,
Mr. Branch advised the local
witnesses to begin now making
their reservations at the con-
vention city.
congregations in Tuscaloosa,
Gordo and Birmingham have
been busy since June 7 calling
on private homes, motels and
hotels listing adequate ac-
commodations for the visiting
ministers and their families.
PRODUCT OF ILA. le% ItEnt VUIII MO NIL II POW 11111111111 III CI , tn., MIA I.
FREDERICK MAYS YOUNG TELEVISION PRODUCER AT WORK IN A BOSTON IUDIO
"As a TV producer, I strive for perfection. No aspect of my
series is too small to get my dedicated attention. So when Ido
relax, it's with Gordon's Gin.Afterall,they've dedicated
a couple of hundred years of attention to the formula
that keeps it perfect!"
GORDON'S GIN, CREATED IN LONDON, ENGLAND IN 1769 IT'S THE BIGGEST SELLER IN ENGLAND, AMERICA, THE WORLD.
Gordon's: It's how the English keep their gin up!
.9.0froPi HOT
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McLAREN M6A
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MASERATI MISTRAL
CUSTOM VOLKSWAGEN
MANTIS
choose these or
any of 20 models
TEST
•
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a.
6
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Compare at 990 ea.
Imagination on wheels! Super machines by Mattel, world's
fastest metal cars, racing slicks, custom made models. Sale
does not include sizzler models or heavyweight models.
•
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isi.jost 111P 11S•10 EASTGA E SOUTHGATE GATEWAY
111117ark An. 1M So. Third St. 3130 Jackson Am
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FIPST BAPTIST BROAD — Annual Yonth Day was observ-
ed recently at First Baptist Church at 2849 Broad
leaders in the program are seen here at the conclusion.
On front row, from left, are David Flagg, Union Valley
Baptist Church; Miss Etrula Trotter, mistress of cere•
ninnies; Mrs. Mable V. Burchfield, general chairman;
Judge C. Odell Horton, guest speaker; the Rev. H.C.
Binghamp ton Church
Observes Youth Day
Criminal Court Judge Odell
The First Baptist Church at
2849 Broad Avenue recently
celebrated Annual Youth Day
with a musical program held at
the Church.
Reginald Mosby welcomed
the visitors and Miss Shirley
Taylor presented the occasion.
Stillman Lists
4 On Dean List
Four Memphis area students
have been named to the dean's
list for the Spring Semester at
Stillman College in Tuscaloosa,
Alabama.
They are Fannie Coleman,
daughter of Mrs. Charlene Cole-
man of 404 Apt. E: Nias Har-
ris, son of Will Harris of 5336
Tulip Drive; Gloria Ellis,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Ellis Jr. of 242 Hon-
duras Drive, and Gene Staples.
son of Mrs. Wilma Staples of
185 W. Davant.
Stillman, a liberal arts col-
lege, was founded in 1876 by
the Presbyterian Church, U.S.
It offers bachelor of arts and
bachelor of science degrees.
Horton was guest speaker.
Judge Horton spoke on the
theme of the day "Youth in an
Age of Social Change." Guest
Choirs were the Union Valley
Baptist Church Youth Choir
and The East Memphis Com-
munity Choir.
Other visiting program par-
ticipants were Miss Paula
Grace of Centenary, who sang
a beautiful solo, and David
Warr of the St. John Baptist
Church who played a delightful
organ selection.
The surprise of the evening
was a presentation to Mrs.
Elizabeth Williams of 2894
Mimosa for her devotion to
church work and for the en-
couragement and inspiration
that she has given through the
years to the young people of
First Baptist and youth
throughout the Binghampton
community.
The presentation was made
by the general chairman. Mrs.
Mable Burchfield, followed by
a special selection from Mrs.
Marietta Lawrence. Misses
Sharon Grice and Faye Joy.
Sharon and Faye are nieces of
Mrs. Williams.
The Rev. H.
church pastor.
g
by Joe Black
C. Cherry
Do you know a grocer who'll give you a
basket of food because you tell him you hate
what he stands for? Or a landlord who will let
you live rent-free because you yell Black Power.
Or an employer who will offer you a job with a
future because you're wearing an Aft-6 hair
style? I don't. Yet many of our black youth
seem to be trying to "make it" just that way. The
reasoning escapes me. And the tactics being
used are doing great harm to the black
community.
Now don't misunderstand me! I can see
some positive results of this -new thing".. .the
natural hair-dos and the Black Power concept.
Black people do have a new pride. We are no
longer ashamed of our skin color or our heri-
tage. We have a togetherness we never had be-
fore. But all of these gains, all of the pride and
unity will go right down the drain if black
youth continues to ignore reality. We've all got
to recognize that success and "sell-out" are not
the same thing. That thing called "the estab-
lishment" is not going to fade away because
people call it names:We've all got to realize that
the "establishment" can pay money for jobs that
most black businesses cannot afford.
Think about that! And chances are it'll
come to you...that chanting slogans, spewing
hate and ch,anging your physical appearance
won't stop hunger pains, or get you a solid job
with a future. Start remembering that succeu
is not a dirty word. Remember it for yourself,
for your future and self respect, and for the
dignity of black people everywhere.
J&,
 Rk ckv
vice President
The Greyhound Corporation
Cherry, pastor of the church, and Mrs. Dorothy Mosby,
tico-chairman. On back w, same order, are William Free-
man, community choir rector; Mrs. Marietta Lawrence,
finance chairman Miss Eula Burchfield, secretary; Mrs.
Gwendolyn Leake, chairman of refreshments, and Carlton
Johnson, decorating chairman.
Unemployment Payments
Raised To $W Maximum
New benefit rates for Ten-
nessee's unemployed workers
were announced this week by
State Employment Security
Commissioner Mrs. Leo R. Bur-
50n.
The new rates will provide a
maximum weekly benefit pay-
ment of $50 for the qualified
jobless and will increase the
benefit amounts for many oth-
er eligible claimants who are
protected under provisions of
the Tennessee Employment
Security Act. Mrs. Burson said.
Amendments to the TES Act
approved by the Tennessee
Legislature earlier this year
provided the third increase in
the maximum weekly benefitlStadium Will
amount during the present ad-
ministration, M r s. Burson
pointed out. The maximum ben-
efit was $38 when Governor
Ellington took office and the
most recent increase raised
the maximum payment from
$47 to $50, she said.
The increased weekly benefit
payments will become effective
for new or initial claims for
Jobless pay filed. on or after
July 1, according to State Un-
employment Insurance Director
Emmett L. Courier.
Mr. Conner said that each
is worker's jobless benefit rate
is based on his wage. Thus,
  the weekly benefit starting in
I July will range from a minu-
mum of $14 to a maximum of
$50, depending on each indi-
vidual's wage or salary while
working.
The state's benefit formula is
constructed so that claimants
who qualify for weekly benefit
amounts lower than the maxi-
mum will receive approximate-
ly 50 per cent of their wages
earned in covered employment,
Conner reported. He noted that
in 1968, 70 pe'r cent of the
claimants in the state qualified
for a weekly benefit amount
less than the maximum and
received a weekly benefit equal
approximately SO per cent of
their weekly wages, but the
30 per cent of the claimants
who qualified for the maximum
payment received less than
one-half of ther weekly wages.
The maximum weekly bene-
fit iinount of $50 will not meet
the "50 per cent standard" that
is generally accepted through-
out the country for fixing the
level of the maximum weekly
unemployment isurance- p a y
ment, but it is a progressive
step towards meeting this goal,
Conner said.
Memorialize
Father Cashin
A private dinner dance will
be held on Sunday, July 12, at
the Vapors Club at 1743 East
Brooks Road for the benefit of
a stadium on the campus of
Bishop Byrne High School,
which would be known as
"Father Thomas F. Cashin
Memorial Stadium."
A social hour will begin at
6 p.m.. and will be followed
by steaks at 7. Perry Wilson
will provide music for dancing
from 9 p.m. until midnight.
A minimum donation of $25.
a person will cover all ex-
penses including tax and tips.
Reservations may be obtain-
ed by calling John Prudhomme
at 398-3060: LOI) Thurmer at
743-7414, or Fred Osterlah at
397-5713.
Father Cashin was principal
of Bishop Byrne High School
from its opening in the fall of
1915 until the spring of 1968,
when he became pastor of Holy
Rosary Church in Memphis, a
post he held until his death in
April of this year.
SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
H•r• is one of the outstandingautornobile salesmenin the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Choy-
role,. Tommy Grant is ready to show you on outstand-ing selection of fine new ond used cars and trucks.H. con bre of gr•at help in assisting and odvising
you on ftnencing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No.
Buy on America's No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.
2200 lAMAR
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Christian Methodist Episcopal
Church Remains In The News
By RAYCHELLE CARHEE
Great and long is the news
when a president of Lane Col-
lege such Chester A. Kirkendoll
becomes a bishop. Memories
of the fine job he has done at
Lane College and the many con-
tributions to the educational
and religious fields keep a
warm heart towarl him for the
many who know him.
The consecration of Dr. Kir-
kendoll to bishop was one of
the highlights of our General
Conference another was the new
it gislative rulings that local
church delegates will be elected
directly from the church to the
annual conference, rather than
from the district conference.
This column will appear
monthly and is designed to in-
form the public mostly about
the happenings in the South
Memphis, District, for the sick
and shut-ins, church members
and the public. Also it will give
any other newsworth happen.
!ngs of the church and any so-
ial concerns hich will be in-
formational
Presently, our South Mem-
phis Conference and Leadership
Training School, Laymen, Mis-
sionary, Sunday School a n d
Christian Fellowship conven-
tions of the Jackson
-Memphis-
Tennessee Conference is in
session at the Mt. Pisgah
CME Church June 22-26. T h e
theme was "How The World
Gets Around."
The object was: "to help us
discover the effectiveness of the
word of God as given to us in
the scripture and to help us re-
collect and reveal the persons
or events that most help our un-
derstanding and committment
to the Christian faith and life.
Also, to help us discover more
effective methods and means of
getting the work around to
others by concentrating
thoroughly on some of today's
crucial areas of the Christian
faith."
The training school met daily
and was divided into three per-
iods, beginning at 9 a.m a n
'going through 12:55 p.m. The 
afternoon was taken up with
business sessions of each of the
aforementioned departments.
A pre-opening business ses-
sion was held by the District
Conference on Tuesday after-
noon at 2:30 p.m. The confer-
ence officially opened on Wed-
nesday at 2:30 p.m. with t h
presiding elder, the Rev. W. E.
Stone, in charge. He came to
Memphis in November from the
Chattanooga, Tenn., Confer-
ence.
Open discussions were vety
informative about the church
renewal program and included
such topics as "New Legisla-
tion," "Improving our Steward-
ship," "Distinctivet ;Emphasis
of Methodism," "A Look at Our
Sunday Schools," and "W h a t
We Have Discovered," led by
the Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, mini-
ster of Mt. Olive CME Cathe-
dral. Subjects for the classes
were: How the Word Gets
Around, "Evangelism," "How
the Word Gets' Around; Social
Concerns," and "How the Word
Gets Around; Theology."
The noonday worship speak-
ers were the Revs. L. C.
Moore, M.C. Pettigrew, publish-
ing house agent of the CME
Church, and William Monger.
On Monday night, the Rev.
J. 0. Lowe, presiding elder of
the Tupelo, Miss., District
spoke. On Tuesday night, a
program was given by the
Christian Youth Fellowship.
Ralph Thompson served as
master of ceremonies and in-
troduced the young people who
spoke on "How the Word Got
Around to Me."
The young people taking part
were Miss Edna Atkins, Miss
Vivian Lanier, Miss Mile Cage
OUPON
MAHALIA JACKSON'S
2 For
CHICKEN
DINNER
Boy One $1.15
Oot One Free
Good Fri., Sat., & Sun.
All Month Of
Memphis Locations
Now Open
691 S. Parkway East
2405 South Bellevue
293 East McLemore
()liege at McLemore
Vance at 6ourth Street
2824 Park Avenue
943 South Thad Street
373 Tillman Street
MRS. R. L. CARLEE
and Miss Gloria Horhn.
The 1970-71 officers of t h e
District Christian Youth Fellow-
DEFENDER
'sage was given by the . Rev. •
0. 8. Boothe of Stinson Chapel. Apprenticeship
Mrs. Ozelle Johnson of Martin
Temple is the District President
of the Women's Missionary So- Program Offers
ciety.
The final session on Friday 
morning and included a district Good
,ship are 'Mlle Cage, president;Ibusiness session and the annual
Ruby Seifert, secretary; Mar
-communion service by the Rey If someone told you that thelene Cooper, vice president; J. D. Atwater, door is now open for you to getVivian Lanier, assistant sec- The Rev. E. L. Brown was a good solid job- that pays
retary; Debra Johnson, treas-
urer; Rose James, commission
head of Faith and Growth;
Floyd Atkins, commission head
iof Stewarship and Fellowship;
.and Sharon Hill, commission
,head of Outreach and Witness.
areers
host for the Leadership Train- from four dollars to six dollars
ing School and its dean. 'an hour or more, year after
Other lifficials of the School year, what would you say?
were Warner Dickerson, presi- Well, here is a chance to get
dent of the District Board of in that category.
Christian Education; Mrs. Win- !! you are between the ages
nie Lou Hill, director of the of 18 and 25, have a highMiss Edna Atkins is the out- Christian Board of Education; school diploma or the GED
'going president. the Rev. W. E. Stone, presid- equivalency, or if you have coin-
On Wednesday night, the Dis- ing elder of the District; Mrs. pleted the tenth grade, it would
trict Laymen with Willie Lay,'Raychelle L. Carhee, director of greatly benefit to seek inform-
District Lay Leader, were in Ithe Public Relations and Social tion about the apprenticeship
charge. The speaker was the!Concern Committee; the Rev, opportunities and the assistance
Rev. H. L. Franklin, minister'N. Charles Thomas, director of of the Apprenticeship Informa-
of the St. James Church, as the 
speaker. 
the First Episcopal District tion Center at 43 N. Cleveland
Board of Christian Education, between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.,
The missionary Society held and the Right Rev. J. Julian Monday through Friday,
its annual Missionary Program Smith, presiding bishop of the The Center will assist persons
on Thursday night. The mes-'First Episcopal District, in qualifying for the program.
GIBSON AIR SWEEP
We Service
What We Sell-
We Install
& Service-
We believe
this assures
of much
Better Service
.............................
.. 
.................
GIBSON
Room Air Conditioners 5,000 to 29,000 BTU
GIBSON
Air-Conditions Freezers
Refrigerators - Washers - Dryers
1-24,000 Unit
Often Cools a
5-room House-
Terms as
LOW as
13.11 Per Month
MUDDY 6L BURGESS
AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
'1883 Lamar Open 8 A.M. in 9 P.M Call 275-1101
"As education improves, so will .
the relationships between people:'
says ME Richard Dickerson, Manager
of RCA Educational Project
Development.
"Across the country our company
is working intimately with parents,
community groups, teachers and ad-
mii.istrators to improve the quality
of education and job training pro-
grams:' Dick explains.
"Teams of RCA educational spe-
cialists are hrlping these people
evaluate their systems, and develop
relevant educational programs to
meet their special needs:'
Mr. Dickerson, 33, has been involved
in many phases of education over .
the past eleven years.
He was a junior high school science
teacher and instructional supervisor
in his home town, Philadelphia.
Richard E. Dickerson, Manager, RCA Educational Project Development
Barbers Union
Meet July 13
The Local Barber Union No.
734 will hold its monthly meet-
ing on Monday night, July 13,
Page 5
Full And Part-Time
Jobs Needed For Youth
Swollen by a tide of young Also hunting jobs are tool and
job-seekers, new applicants die makers, a fuel systems
who went to local offices of maintenance man, an organic
at the home of the president the Tennessee Department of chemis t, an 
occupational
' Mrs. Alma Morris of 981 Alas- Employment Security la s t therapist and a 
purchasing
ka . month in search of work to-' agent.st 
Important business will be
transacted and all barbers
are asked to be present.
Another hair style show will
be held on Jul? 13, from 10
a.m. until 2 p.m. at Gert's
Barber Shop at 1253 Thomas at.
Jimmy Ferguson will be in
charge
All union barber shops are
now closed on Mondays They
are open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tuesdays through Thursdays,
and from 8_ a.m. until 9 p.m.
on Fridays and Saturdays.
-044,44.0,3r:
In 1966, Dick was appointed Special
Assistant to the New York City
Board of Education.
And since l%8 he's been a key
member of the RCA Educational
Development staff at Cherry Hill,
New Jersey.
When teachers, school administra-
tors or community leaders consult
with him, he advises them on the
wide range of RCA's educational
services and equipment.
Audio-visual equipment like
classroom TV. Language labs.
Instructional records, tapes, films,
self-directing textbooks and
computer-assisted instructional
systems.
Dick saysr9Vie prescribe individual
educational programs so each child
has the opportunity to learn as much
as he can, as fast as he can.
"We also db our thing with adults
to provide programs necessary
for job-related training and job
advancement.
"This is what I do, this is what we do.
We are people-oriented; therefore
out foals is the total community.
"We belitye in education!'
RCA
BUY
BONDS
taled 14,189, Mrs. Leo R. Bur- Information concerning job
son, department administra- applicants may be obtained
tor, reported this week. from any Youth Opportunity
Placements totaled more Center or other local office of
than 8,200. Mrs. Burson said the Employment Security De-
in issuing an appeal to em- partment, Mrs. Burson added.
ployers - including growers, 
homemakers, churches and rec-
reation facilities-to find a urchplace to use young workers 
Planning
for either full-time or part_ ith • •
time jobs.
Educated and skilled work- 
Anniversary
ersar 
in 
rde among 
order 
to 
find 
sutt.hose willing Summerfiell Baptist Church
relocate at 1383 Boxwood at. will ob-
serve its seventh anniversary
on Sunday, July 5, at a pro-
gram to begin at 3 p.m. The
guest speaker will be the Rev.
J. E. Phillips.
Fellowship dinners walt4' be
sold on the lawn of the chisels'
Yatie Joyner is chairmlit
the observance, and itebe4
Miller co-chairman.
ice mechanic for aircraft The Rev. Leon Brookins is
manufacturing. pastor of the church.
— —
able employment, Mrs. Burson
reported.
Available are electronic me-
chanics, production machine
operators, general office clerks,
mechanical draftsmen, a pro-
duction supervisor with a
bachelor of arts degree, secon-
dary school teachers, an aircraft
designer and a field and serv-
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked in Memphis by Mornphions
.•orush•d rushed dolly to your btg
Hogu• & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness. MS**
40
Hogue & 4,"
Hamburer
-
or Not Dog.
BUNS Se
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BREAD 274
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS .12 to PackageHogue & Knott 2 7 4
4.
U.S.D.A Choice Heavy BeefRib
L3.9 Steak 5Ribs 3 to 5 Lbs.LB.MEATY
HOGUE & KNOTT
PURE PORK
SAUSAGE 3129BAG
Realf not, Southland and Morrell'
ALL MEAT
FRANKS 12 oz.
t•
Kleenex
Family Size Napkins
60 Ct.15
Showboat
Pork & Beans
14thoz.
3/250
Biltmore
Luncheon Mea
12 oz. 290
Morton
Cream Pies
All Flavors 19
Shasta
Drinks
Alt Flavors
612 oz. Cansfor
Minute Maid
Lemonade
Reg. or Pink
6 oz.2 Cans 29
Ballard or Pillsbury
Biscuits
8 or.
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Able Honest
The summary dismissal of Dr.
James E. Allen as Commissioner of
Education throws a harsh spotlight
on the Nixon Administration. It also
shows, in particular, the Jekyll-and-
Hyde image of the retiring Secre-
tary of the Health, Education a n d
Welfare Department, Robert Finch
who demanded Dr. Allen's scalp. It
was Secretary Finch's final act of
duplicity which had characterized
his management of the department
ever since he became head over a
year ago.
President Nixon had said on
many auspicious occasions that he
wanted the members of his Cabinet
to be free to state their views with-
out fear of reprisal. This "Papal"
dispensation was not meant to in-
clude a member of the official fam-
ily who didn't see eye to eye with
the Administrations' incursion into
Cambodia and the shell-like game
policy — now you see it, now you
don't — that was being pursued in
the matter of school desegregation.
HEW timid and snail's pace in
enforcing compliance with the pro-
visions of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
angered many in and outside the
department. It was felt that Mr.
Nixon had an ineluctable obligation
to sustain in words and deeds the
tradition his predecessors h a d
vouchsafed in three notable in-
stances.
There are observers in Mr. Nix-
on's own intimate circles who fear
the Administration's negative stance
on school racial imbalance might
rekindle the firest out of which the
black revolt of the 60's was forged.
Negro-Hater
Educator Fired
Indeed spurred by a constellation
of indefensible tragic events, t h e
blacks could easily mount an upris-
ing of unimaginable dimensions.
Dr. Allen wat not jesting when
he said: "It makes no difference if
we win wars overseas if we cannot
solve our problems of racial discrim-
ination at home."
Allen is one of the nation's lead-
ing authorities on the relationships
between government and education.
For 13 years he was Commissioner
of Education for New York State
before coming to Washington at the
start of the Nixon Administration.
He cited three major areas of
disagreement with the Nixon Admin-
istration. Foremost among these, he
told a press conference "has been
the serious frustration and discour-
agement in trying to carry forward
the drive to eliminate racial segre-
gation in the schools and to obtain
a priority for education at the fed-
eral level commensurate with it s
importance and urgent need."
The other two are inordinate in-
fluence of partisan political c o n-
siderations, and the difficulties over
financing educational programs at
the federal level.
These difficulties it appears,
were a stumbling bloc hurled into
the path of the Allen Programs and
reforms in order to justify the
charge of inefficiency which they
are now bringing against him. Such
attempts to discredit a great schol-
ar and able administrator should be
labelled disgraceful and contempti-
ble.
George Wallace
George Wallace, the arch Dixie
segregationist, believes that Robert
Finch's exit as Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare is an at-
tempt by President Nixon to molli-
fy the South.
"Maybe my election might have
had something to do with it," Wal-
lace said on the ABC network's tele-
vision program, "Issues and An-
swers." He said that he hoped that
it did. He won the Democratic nom-
ination to a four-year term as Ala-
bama's Governor by a margin of one
half per cent after a bitter campaign
in which he warned Alabamians that
the state would be controlled for 50
years by the black vote if he should
lose the election.
He now denies that he had wag-
ed a racist campaii,n. I:a got into
an argument with krIC cirrespond-
ent William Lowrence who recall-
ed Wallace's warnings on the stump
against the voting strength of Ala-
bama's -"niggers." Wallace says he
couldn't recall any such talk. He al-
so disavows the campaign literature
put out by his supporters. It p o r-
trayed his opponeat, Gov. Brewer,
as a tool of the Black Muslims and
warned white Alabamians: "Don't
let the niggers take over your
state."
Wallace calls his comeback in
Alabama a clear signal to P r e s.
Nixon "that the people of the South
want at least 'freedom of Choice'
restored to the public school, s y s-
tem." He asserts that there would
be "chaos" in Southern schools this
fall under current desegregation
plans.
As he did during his Third Par-
ty campaign for the Presidency in
1968 and again after his election last
week, Wallace says he is interest-
ed primarily in pressuring the Nix-
on Administration on behalf of the
South.
If Mr. Nixon should follow the
Wallace script, he would be c o m-
rniting himself to a fatal political
error. The American electorate, by
and large, will not stand for the
ideals of the Civil War trampled un-
der foot as unwanted, undesirable
commitments to justice and a new
social order.
Newark Points The Way
The Newark mayoral election
has given a lift to the drooping
democratic spirit. At a time when
the fires of racism were being stok-
ed feverishly by white partisans, the
election of a moderate black man,
Kenneth A. Gibsor., as mayor of this
major Eastern seaboard city, is an
eloquent testimony of the integrity
of the American electoral system.
The city, which has had its bap-
tism of blood, shed on it streets in
a terrifying orgy of racial outburst
in 1967, has been steeped in bigotry,
poverty and corruption. The task of
reconstruction, reorientation and re-
vitalization of this disorganized me-
tropolis is one that will require more
than ordinary dedication and o u t-
pouring of energy.
Mr. Gibson, a civil engineer by
profession, seems equal to the re-
sponsibilities of his office Ile made
it clear that one of his initial ob-
jectives is unification of the c it y.
hirkhk cod oeurts,_ woad be a000111r,
0
plished without the support and
goodwill of the white citizens w h o
make up half of the urban popula-
tion.
The new Mayor has a sense of
organization. No doubt, he will
surround himself with people w ho
will insist on the proper sequence of
priorities in order to bring Newark
to the full measure of its potentiali-
ty
The Newark mayoral victory
has meaning that transcends t h e
question of physical rebuilding and
racial peace. It is an undisputed
evidence of the power inherent in
the consolidation of the black vote.
Further, it is an assurance that the
democratic process can work, and
that the race dilemma can be re-
solved without gunfire and bloo d-
shed Newark, Cleveland and Gary
prove that political black power is
the answer to America's race preju-
dice.
POWELL% Bu1311•LE. BURSTS
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MY VIEWS
After Fifty Years
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
It was a wonderful trip. I went back
to Bates College in Lewiston, Maine, to
be with my classmates. We graduated
in June, 1920, fifty years ago. My class
was small because many of our class-
mates served in World War I. Some of
them were killed in battle, some return-
ed to Bates but graduated in the class
of 1921 or 1922. Fifty-three of us are liv-
ing, and about half returned for our fif-
tieth year after graduation. It was an
interesting experience.
The professors you knew and lov-
ed are dead. You do not find one teach-
er who taught you. You find a few re-
tired ones you knew who are still
around. You are glad to see anyone who
was around fifty years ago — a profes-
sor's wife or a librarian or anybody.
Those in the class who have done rather
well are sought out and given extra at-
tention. You marvel at the changes
that have taken place since your time,
and rejoice in the progress that your
Alma Mater has made and is making:
the old buildings that are well kept, the
new buildings you have never seen;
an enlarged campus, beautiful and well
kept; the stately trees still standing tall
and handsome; the fifty-year-old chapel
looking almost as new as it did a half
century ago.
Being fifty years old, your class is
the honored one — you head the parade
wearing the golden capes. You think you
are old, but there are those who gradu-
ated fifty-five, sixty and sixty-five
years ago. The alumni march by classes
to the alumni dinner. Each class reports
the money it has raised for the college
and yell as they did in their student
days. The president closes the meeting
telling us about the six million dollars
Bates must raise in two years. We
pledge our loyalty to the college and
sing our Alma Mater.
But you really go back after fifty
years to see your classmates, to talk
about old times, and to find out what
each one has been doing since 1920. One
has to be conscious of the fact that a
half century is a long time and that all
who are there at the Golden Anniversa-
ry reunion
again. You
fifty years
will hardly get together
are surprised to find what
have done to some of t h e
prettiest girls in the class. You would
hardly know that they were so beauti-
ful five decades ago. A few of them
surprise you because they are still beau-
tiful and look much younger than they
are. Some are physically vigorous and
mentally alert. Others are less vigorous
in body and mind. You are all good
friends now even if you weren't fifty
years ago.
It was a great experience for me.
A half century ago my classmates elect-
ed me their Class Day orator and this
time they chose me to speak to them
at our fiftieth reunion. They made me
feel very humble, for they marveled and
made much of what little I have done
since 1920 and they were glad.
Point Of View
MAJOR CASTRO
Death claimed one of the
Memphis public school system's
finest teachers a few days ago.
He was Maj. Edward F. Cas-
tro, head of the cadre of former
Army men selected to teach the
Booker T. Washington High
School R. 0. T. C. unit.
Major Castro was unique in
more than one respect First,
he was a white man, filling a
teaching assignment in a pre-
dominantly black school. He
was on the job during a period
of unusual unrest in the black
public schools of Memphis. He
was charged with the respon-
sibility of providing fundament-
al teaching in an unaccustomed
area to hundreds of young
black boys. . .who were at the
age of rebellion in a rebellious
era of our nation.
But Major Castro made good.
He made more than good. He
convinced the youths in his
charge that he was not trying
to make soldiers out of them.
He was trying to help them be-
come self-respecting, self-con-
trolled, intelligent, constructive
citizens. He worked constantly
towards this aim, and the re-
sults were tangible. The Booker
Washington ROTC unit gained
local, state, and even national
recognition. Major Castro has
left an indelible and welcomed
mark of worth on every lad he
touched. He proved that a good
teacher is a good teacher. . .
wherever he is placed. . .no
matter when.
BIG DADDY DEPARTS
In the crowded tenements of
New York's black Harlem, they
called him "Big Daddy". They
accepted his working gospel of
"Keep The Faith, Baby". Black
Harlernites, and most black
Americans believed in, re-
spected, and watched with
fascinated admiration the ca-
reer of the man called Adam
. . .Adam Clayton Powell, the
bronze Don Quixote of modern
American politics.
Someday, some unbiased and
inspired biographer and his-
torian is going to present the
real significance of Mr. Powell.
And no doubt it will reveal that
he was more than an opportun-
ist playboy, who was only a
gadfly in the ranks of other
American politicians of his
time.
Somehow or other, this point
of view holds to the baseless
hope that recount of the last
week vote that left Mr. Powell
out of office will put him back.
But if it doesn't, he still has not
lost. . .he'll live long.
NEW VOTERS
The U. S. Congress took the
first giant step towards giving
the vote to 18-year
-olds last
week.
That's what many kids have
long said they wanted. They
have presented a variety of
arguments. Most powerful of the
teen age urges was, "If I'm old
enough to fight and die for this
country in the armed services,
then I ought to have a voice in
how the country is run". An-
other of their arguments has
been, "From the way it appears
there are quite a few folk much
over eighteen who don't know
anything w o rthwhile about
what's going on and don't have
the sense of a six year old."
Well, from this point of view
most of the teenagearguments
most of the teenage arguments
make sense. However, one as-
pect of teenage voting has not
been stressed enough. And that
is: given the power of the ballot
they also must help shoulder
the weight o f responsibility."
The rest of us may now move
over and see bow they face the
challenge.
THE BIG PARADE
Dr. S.  0. &tuba*
Charges Leaders
Not Creative
By LOUIS MARTIN
Dr. S. 0. Onabanio, my learned Nigerian friend,
has been on holiday up in the north Wisconsin woods
gathering Indian arrow heads on the banks of the
Chippewa river. The rest has restored his energy and
he blasted off last week in the following letter:
"I fear you black Americans are
really insane. You have all become
city dwellers, living like colonies of
black ants in asphalt mounds that you
call ghettos. Here there are no blacks
in hundreds of miles of empty, beautiful,
productive land. I was asked was I a
blackfoot Indian. The simpleton could
see I am black all over.
"I know you left those share-crop-
ping plantations in the South for what
you thought were fat jobs in the planta-
tions in the Northern cities. But I know too that almost
a third of your black city people are living ontheedge
of starvation in miserable flats like refugees from
some war zone.
"You blacks cannot be compelled to live in those
ratty tenements in throat-cut competition with each
other for food, for dirty jobs and a little room to
lay your aching head. It cannot be that you love that
life of filth, ear-splitting noises, the greasy, half-rot-
ten foad, the cheap liquor, the neon signs, the sneak
thieves, the junkies and the crooked prophets. There
is no music in the wailing sirens of fire engines,
ambulances and scout cars carrying those sadistic
cops.
As an African I resent the efforts of some of your
bird-brained writers trying to cover your urban
garbage can with a lid they call "soul" and attempt-
ing to link this ghetto life style with our African
culture. We Africans love the land and we are sophis-
ticated enough not to confuse the aroma of your
spite some of their queer beliefs, seem to sense the
urban cesspool with Chanel No. 5.
Some of your big-mouthed leaders who aspire to
the status of a black Jesus ought to take off their
blinders and look at the black condition "like it is".
If they are not utter fools they will come up with
some practical alternatives for immediate relief for
those blacks who have lost all hope and have been
condemned by your society to live out the rest of
their lives in those hell holes.
In your Northern states I have seen thousands
of miles of good earth with less than a day's drive
from you ghettos that are lying empty and deserted.
If this land were in Israel, the Jews would have
established those communal farming outposts in which
everybody pitches in to make the land bloom where
their children would have the cihance to grow straight
and tall. I refer to the well known kibbutz concept.
Some blacks in the South, I hear, have begun to
establish farming cooperatives and the Muslims, de-
potential of rural land programs. I have heard noth-
ing encouraging, however, from those big-name lead-
ers of yours who make the headlines and are always
saying something with great pomposity on television.
Your big, powerful, national organizations are
so obosessed with white folks that they cannot think
creatively and in new directions for bringing aid and
some ease to the burdens of suffering black folks.
A black kibbutz up here would do wonders for
your Panthers who sometimes act more like doped-
up pussycats. Shooting a four-legged pig would pro-
vide them with ham, bacon and the nutriments hungry
black need for survival. They could supply food for
their breakfast program.
Those black militants who hate the signt of white
folks could have an all black kibbutz where the only
white thing they would encounter would be the fresh
milks from their black cows. I am sure that they
could work out some incentive system for their black
hens to.lay only brown eggs.
The queston I want to put to your big-shot lea-
ders is this: Why should a whole generation of poor,
jobless, ex-sharecroppers who have been cruelly de.
prived of the training and know-how to compete it.
your urban jungles be condemned to eke out thair
lives in humiliating, inhuman squalor? Their suffering
and their children's misery today is not going to be
relieved by some civil rights miracle or some black
revolution tomorrow.
The Jews in Israel are no less militant in facing
their foes because they are working day and night
to redeem the lives of their refugees from the Naz.
lands. You who proclaim your love for your blact
brother in this racist society and do nothing to hell
the helpless are lying when you say you have a souL
Your leaders are trapped on a one way street
All you know how to do is damn white folks. Yowl
history shows they deserve it. Your denunciation.
and demonstrations have my full support. Neverthe
less, if your leaders were truly creative they woulc
not stop there. They would use all their skills and
knowledge to explore all the ways that there are to
salvage the lives of the black men, women and chii
dren who are going to die before their time.
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Four Women
Are Endorsed
Mrs. Alma Morris and three
other women are running for
positions on the Memphis and
Shelby County Executive Com-
mittee and have won endorse-
menta from the Local Barbers
Union 734, the LaRita Social
Club and the Shamrock Social
Club, as well as from the Mas-
ter Barbers and Beauticians
Association.
The four women are running
for different positions on the
committee, and residents can
vote for all four.
Aside from Mrs. Morris, the
other candidates are Mrs. Sar-
ah Swannigan, 1239 Coker
Mrs. Mary Campbell, 55 Shady
Lane, and Mrs. Shirley Greene.
BLACK-OWNED
BUSINESS
CAN BE
BIG BUSINESS
IN MEMPHIS
IF the community at large knows
• you exist
• your type of business
or profession
• the nature of your goods
or services
• your firm's name, location,
telephone number
Realize the business potential that can be yours.
Get your firm registered in the new DIRECTORY
OF BLACK-OWNED FIRMS & PROFESSIONS IN
MEMPHIS & SHELBY COUNTY being published
by the Memphis Area Chamber of Commerce.
Simply fill out the following coupon, detach
and mail today to:
Mr. Clifford Stockton
Human Resources Division
Memphis Area Chamber of Commerce
P. 0. Box 224
Memphis, Tennessee 38101.
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1 Type of Business or ProfessionFirm NameStreetCityTelephone No
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HOLD OPEN HOUSE — The Medical-Dental Associates
Building in Pine Bluff, Ark, was opened by Dr. Robert
J. Smith, M.D., left, and Dr. W. L. Molette, D.D.S., earl)
In June.
Open House Is Held
For Medical Building
At 4 P.M. on Sunday. June
7, 1970, open house was held
at the Medical-Dental Associa-
ates Building, 817 Cherry Street
Pine Bluff, Arkansas. This
' new professional building was
built by Willie L. Molette,
D. D. S., and Robert J. Smith,
M. D. It is of rustic burgundy
brick and is centrally heated
and air conditioned. It contains
over 4,300 square feet of space
and is located on half block of
Cherry Street, easily accessible
to the business district and
the hospitals of Pine Bluff.
Associates in the building are
Clifton Roaf, D. D. S., and
Robert Molette, Dental Tech-
nician. Drs. Molette and Roaf
are associated in the practice
of dentistry, and their offices
include a waiting room, four
operatories, a lab oratory,
and two business offices. Mr.
Molette has a complete dental
laboratory and business office
Dr. Smith has offices tor
the practice of general surgery.
and they included a waiting
room, two business offices,
Ever try to describe the taste -
of a whiskey to a friend? There aren't
too many words you can use.
"Smooth"..."mellow"...that's about it.
When you're describing the taste
of Seagram's 7 Crown we think there's
one more word you'll want to add.
That rare intangible ..."quality".
You can't touch it. But you sure
can taste it!
Say Seagram's and
Be Sure.
tastes
a
e
t" Seagram Distillers Company, N Y.C. Blended Whiskey. 66 
Proof. 63% Grain Neutral Spirits.
41'7,
•
four examination rooms, and a
minor surgery room.
The group employs other pro-
fessional help who include a
licensed dental hygienist, a
licensed practical nurse, and
three full-time secretaries and
aides.
The g e n eral contractors
were the Smith Brothers of
Little Rock, Arkansas, and the
architects were Moore and
Lee of North Little Rock.
1•.• •
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White House Confab To Explore
Right Of Children And Youth
What are the rights of
children in trouble with the
law"
What can be done about con-
tinued neglect and abuse of
children? How can we imple-
ment a "right to read" pro-
gram that will attack the 25%
illiteracy rate among our
population?
These are a few of the press.
They are included in a com-
prehensive Conference plan re-
sulting from more than 1,-
500 recommendations by many
sources across the nation and
announced today by National
Chairman Stephen Hess.
"This plan," Mr. Hess said,
"grew out of President Nixon's
determination to insure that
each c h i Id in America,ing questions that will be whether black or white, urban
explored by the seventh White or rural, poor or affluent, is responsibilities: and C hildHouse Conference on Children, allowed to achieve hi
to be held December 13-18, potential. As the
1970, in Washington, D. C. said on December
The National Newspaper Publishers Associ-
ation's two Journalism Scholarship Win-
ners register mixed emotions upon being
cited at the 30th Annual Chicago Convention
of the organization. (L) Miss Jacqueline Al-
A Magna% ox costs
you less because there
is no "middleman":
Direct-to-dealer
selling results in
Sas ings which are passed
on to ou in the forms of
higher quality ... more
features ... and finer
performance. Come
President
5, 'The
White House Conference can
and will define problems, seek
new knowledge, evaluate past
successes and failures, and
outline alternative ,courses of
action.' "
To this end, the White House
Conference has been divided
into seven major categories:
individuality; learning; health;
parents and families; the com-
munity and environment; laws
Service Institutions.
Twenty-five individual forums
will study vital questions on
len, Melrose High School graduate, Mem-
phis, Tennessee and (Il) Priscilla Hancock,
Manual High School graduate, Louisville,
Kentucky.
MORE
FOR YOUR MONEY WHEN YOU BUY A MAGNIFICENT
g n cnrcox
matters ranging from a crisis
in values, to why a child doesn't
feel well, to how his environ-
ment influences him. The
forum reports will be distri-
buted to the 4,000 delegates in
advance of the opening session
on December 13.
Forum members and dele-
gates will use a variety of
techniques in their delibera-
tions. They may present a
film report underlining a pro-
gram's worth of defining its
flaws. They may arrange
special exhibitions in a field
such as day care. Or they
may present their findings in
the form of a debate or a
charette.
The persons chosen for this
exacting program will be
those who most directly influ-
ence t o day's children —
parents, educators, health pro-
fessionals, legal representa-
tives, social scientists and
youth.
The White House Conference
has been held every decade
since 1909, when President
Theodore Roosevelt invited
200 citizens to meet in Wash-
ington, D. C., to deal with the
plight of the orphan. The Con-
ference is ties country's effort
to examine where we are
and what we can do to insure
a better future for our children
and outh. Out of past con-
ferences have come the crea-
tion of the Children's Bureau,
child labor laws and other im-
portant developments,
Traditionally, it has dealt
with the questions of children
and youth. Out of past eon-
after considerable study, it
was decided to divide the 1970
Conference into two phases.
"Today the problems of
children and youth are often
quite distinct," Mr. Hess said,
'and each deserves a separate
national platform."
TOTAL AUTOMATIC Astro-Sonic Stereo FM/AMRadio
-Phonographs.. .withCOLOR TV AIR- SUSPENSION
SPEAKER SYSTEMMediterranean
model 6926
All models
shown on
concealed
swivel casters.
Also in French
or Italian
Provincial
styles.
•thagonal measure
Contemporary
model 6322
Early American
model 6924
Only Magnavox has
TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR!
• No matter what other makes claim—only
Magnavox can give you an automatically sharp pic-
ture • that automatically  keeps people the right color
• Revolutionary Total Automatic Color electronically
monitors flesh tone signals and keeps them free of
greens and purples III Flesh tones can't go wrong •
not when the scene changes • not even when you
switch channels • Total Automatic Color—you just
set it and forget it • Also available with 82-Channel
UHF /VHF Automatic Remote Control— $669.50
Your Choice
of five
styles 159"
New Magnavox air-suspended
speakers give vastly improved
sound reproduction! Front-
projecting Lcao cycle Expo-
nential Treble Horns; and
side-projecting heavy-duty, high-efficiency Bass Woofers
are housed in separate air-tight enclosures at each cabinet
end. Now—speakers are completely isolated from their
environment; their cones literally "float" back and forth
for superb response. No distortion! No feedback!
Smoother
and lower
bass response
III Increased
treble brilliance
II Improved
balance between
bass and
treble music
Old-World Mediterranean—Astro-Sonic Radio-Phonograph model 3323 has
Air-Suspension Speaker stem, all features below, plus large recprd storage area
and concealed swivel casters'. Also available in Early American, Contemporary and
Italian Classic fine furniture styles.
Surpasses all other achievements in the re-creation of sound!
Astro-Sonic Stereo brings you the full beauty of music—with unequaled
dimensional realism *.;„ from exciting Stereo FM; drift-and-noise-free Monaural FM;
powerful AM Radio; your favorite recordings or from optional Magnavox tape equipment I
Solid-state circuitry eliminates tubes and heat—assures lasting reliability gi Exclusive
Micromatic Player banishes discernible record and Diamond Stylus wear 
—your records.'
can last a lifetime! N Two heavy-duty, high-efficiency 12 Bass Woofers plus two1,000 cycle Exponential Treble Horns.
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[specially sized
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matching shorts of poly•s•
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washable, . . , as shown
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. . . other print patterns
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at the LaPaloma home of Josie President of the West Tennes- Leath Hume. iJulian in Chicago. They had Joining the 
contingent from
and Henry Cobb. The bid read see Chapter of the American Harold and Tithe Whalum,lbeen down belle of Jesse's Jackson, T
ennessee were Dr.
thusly, -Ramble-Eat -Abide- a community involved couple,ison Mark's wedding.
Daily in the Garden. . . Ramble did the honors at the program. And Mlle and Harold
to your heart's content: Eat People on the Go. . . Velma Whalum are back from St.
and drink til you're spent. Lois Jones, Southeastern Louis where they took their
Abide for fashions and music Regional Director - of Alpha youngest son, Roy for summer
too. Daily, if you please, when Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., is camp.
all is through. Earmark the back from Mobile, Alabama Vivacious Thelma (Mrs.
date of this grand affair: Re- where she set up a chapter of
ceive a gift for being the first the corority at the University
there. Sign for a gate prize of Southern Alabama and At-
through a drawing share." lanta where she visited Atlanta
Members of the Sredaen
Club are Mrs. Hilda Massey,
president; Mrs. Frances Estes,
secretary; Mrs. Lucille Britt,
treasurer; Mrs. Ozell Drain,
chaplain; Mrs. Josie Cobb,
program chairman; Miss An-
nie Bell Coleman, cheer and
decoration chairman; Mrs.
Alfreda Brack, chairman of
savings; Mrs. Melvina Hunt,
casteress, Mrs. Omie Harding,
and Mrs. Clemmie Pilot are
receptionists.
Political Doings. .
Otis Higgs, the very
and involved young attorney
and immediate past president
of the West Tennessee Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union has
cast his hat in the ring for
General Sessions Judge Divi-
sion IV.
Otis perhaps can best be
remembered for his fight to
help stamp out substandard
tenant dwellings in North
Memphis. He's running the
campaign gamut of car cara-
vans, church visiting, and lawn
parties. Mrs. Higgs is the for-
mer Carol Hooks..
And Erma Clanton tossed a
"getting to know you" party
for Michael Osborn, Director
of Speech and Drama Depart-
ment at Memphis State Uni-
versity who is seeking to be
elected Congressman of the
Ninth District. Michael is also
ERMA LEE LAWS
"To know what you prefer
instead of humbly saying Amen1
to what the world tells you
what you prefer, is to have
kept your soul alive." Roberti
Louis Stevenson.
Nuptian Festivities. . Fred-I
die Lee Nolen, Jr.. claied Mar-
garet Mann's hand in matrimony,
in a ceremony at the bride's
church, Trinity CME Church
with the Rev. William "Bill"
Smith, the pastor officiating.
The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Mann
of Brownsville and has made
her home with her aunt, Mrs.
Ethel Smith and cousin Miss
Velma Lois Jones while at-
tending Memphis State Univer-
sity.
The Manns feted the young'
couple with a reception in the
social rooms of the church.
The Sredan Club used a
bit of poetry to lure guests to
their garden party Saturday
. Atty.
capable
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Civil Liberties Union.
He's taking a leave from
Memphis State and is resigning
as President of ACLU to
campaign. Erma is now a full
fledged teacher in the Speech
Department at MSU. The party
was held at the home of
George Trotter on Sherrie Cove.
Delta Happenings. . . The
Alumnae Chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.,
hosted their Southeastern
Regional Conference the other
week-end and folks are just
raving over the fact that their
programs were so very rel-
evant. . . National Prey
Frankie Muse Freeman from
St. Louis held a press confer-
ence urging a workshop be-
tween black and white women
to better relationships, she's a
member of the U. S. Civil land and her brood Frederick, Chattanooga meet jo Chicago;
Rights Commission you knowlLawrence, Karen and Kenneth, Dr. Booker and Fredericka
in Soul" musical program,lpicious occasion.
joined them there for the aus- Hodges, Dr. Theron North-
leross, Dr. Cleo and Catherine
and then there was a "Roots
fashions and three luncheons/ The Bishops visited Mem inl(irk and Dr. R. Q. Venson
held in black owned businesses Cleveland after the graduation lv,hose arrival was a very
the guests to choose the speak-,and his wife Geneva "Tippie", as he had just been released a bit of time renewing old
and their oldest son Jesse. Jr.. pleasant surprise to the group Robinson and spending quiteheld simultaneously allowing
er of their choice. land their children Lisa and from the hospital. friendships,
Don't mean to be prejudiced
but the only speaker who
comes to mind is our pastor,
Fr. Jim Lyke over at St.
Thom a s. Incidentally St.
Thomas grade school will be-
come a Girls Club next
month. . . another one of those'
relevant innovations to be cre-
dited to Fr. Jim. . . the black
priest ever "on the case.'
The Voulants. . . of Goodwill
Homes are busily planning
their annual boat ride for the
benefit of the children of Good-
will Homes. Elsie (Mrs.
Theodore) Branch is the new
prexy of the voulenteer serv-
ice organization.
A Deep Curtsy . . . to Mrs.
Hattie Branch who was
named "Foster Mother of the
Year" by the Children's Cen-
ter. Mrs. Branch, the mother
of Ben Branch, Director of the
Operation Breadbasket Band of
the Southern Christian Leader-
ship's Operation Breadbasket
Chicago program. das named
at a program at the Porteri
it is absolutely fantastic! ! I
And Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Bishop had hardly witnessed
the marriage of their oldest
grandchild, M a rk Anthony
Bishop to Carolyn Bridge-
forth before they were off to
Boston to see their youngest
son Jimmy receive his Ph. D.
from MIT. Their daughter,
Memory Wills from Cleve-
A. R. and Flo Carter and Dr.
and Mrs. Melvin Wright.
Visitors in our Midst. . . are
the offspring of Sylvia and
Clarence Hoffman of Phill7r
whose Keith, Terry Lynne. La-
Tanya and Tony Kaye are
Robert) Davidson received the visiting their grandfather. Wit-
plaudits of Alpha Beta Chapter lie E. Lindsey and the rest of
of Alpha Pi Chi Sorority at the Lindsey Clar.
their convention i n Indian- Barbara and Victor Bilton
Underground and reports that apolis, Indiana. from Houston and their Ken
-
Thelma is the president of neth and Vickie are visiting
the chapter and this is the sec- their brother and sister in law,
ond successive year they have Harper and Peggy Brewer in
received the traveling trophy their spacious new N. Idlewild
for outstanding service. home. The Brewers pretty
And the State Dental Coo- little Kim is really caught aP
vention claimed the attention in getting to know her cousins.
of Dr. Charles and Maria Pink- Barbara and Victor made a
ston and their young ones, side trip to Louisville while in
Toya, Carmen, Nikki a n d this area.
Bonny who motored after the And i was really a home-
coming for Theodora "Prince"
(Mrs. Arlin) Meadows who
came from Omaha for the wea-
ding of her sister Juanita god
Allen Carter. Prince is stoppag
with her mother, Mrs. Omar
":".• t."
••••• 1..1••
•
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MR. And MRS GRADMON BOLING
Margaret Osborne Wed
To Gradmon Boling, Jr,
Mr. and Mrs. Gradmon Bol- I veland, Ohio.
ing, Jr . were married on Sat- He is the son of Mr
urday, June 20, at the Green-IGradinon Boling, Sr.,
weocii C
al 
chrurisctihanonMsoethutodh iBstellEepviuse- La
After a wedding trip to lim-
as tnedr th  e officiatingRe vjwaps thAetw
mateir 'Up n. i-Itin' residence in Cleveland.
Texas. the couple will take
Mrs. Boling is the former Missl_
Margaret D e I ois Osborne,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Har- u;awatha
old H. Osborne, Sr.. of 4842 nl
Peace rd.
She is a 1970 graduate of;
Southern University where she
Art
social
received a bachelor's degree in
mathematics and secondar
education.
Mr. Boling is a 1968 graduate
of Southern University at Baton
Rouge, La.. and is presently
employed as an auditor with
Standard Oil Company in Cle-
21/0 ByMon Claire
14 North Main (downstairs) 527-3619
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9.30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.
Highest Quality with
Lowest Prices
SYNTHETIC WIG $595
100% HUMAN $1095
Hair WIGS
Stash & Wear
TAPERED
WIG
/1/0,h 1A.M4itil ARn LAY-A-WAY
Expert Styling
EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY FERE AT MON CLAIRE
9
and Xrs.
of Elton,
Club Recesses
The Hiawatha Art and Social
Club met recently at the home
of Mrs. Thelma Hooks, and
serving as co-hostesses with
her were Mrs. Grace Tardy and
Mrs. Lillie Kirklon.
Mrs. Tardy, president of the
club, called for reports. Mrs.
Lucille Wilson gave a report
on the State Federation held hi
Dyersburg. The club planned
its fall project and made a
vision in its constitution.
The president expressed her
appreciation to club members
for their cooperation and ask0
for ideas which would improve
the club.
The meeting was the finli
one before recessing for t h-e
summer.
Other members present %vele
Mrs. Jessie Lockhart, Mrs.
Mildred Crawford, Mrs. B1iS1
Venson, Mrs. Emma Johnion,
Mrs. Louise Gaston, Mrs. Win-
nie Hill, Mrs. M.J. Owens,
Maggie Newsom, Mrs. E a r 1
Green, Mrs. Lucille Wil•on,
Mrs. Willa Brisco, Mrs. L u.c y
Fowlkes. Mrs. Doris Bodden,
Mrs. Flora Cochrane and Miss
B. C. Lenoir, reporter.
Guests who attended the ses-
sion were Mrs. Rheba Hoffman
and Mrs. Marguerite McChris-
ton.
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DEFENbER
MRS. EDWARD L. JONEs,
Teacher Will Be Wed
To Robert L. Hawkins
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L e e
Jorpts of 358 West Fay announce
the-illgagement of their daugh-
teratiss Edna Louise Jones to
Robert Lee Hawkins, Jr., son
of Mr. Robert Hawkins Sr„ of
1936 Frisco and Mrs. Florence
Clark of 764 Laurel.
The couple plans a July 19
wedding at Cummings Street
Baptist Church. Miss Jones is
Former NAACP Youth Council
Member With National Staff
A former Memphian, Miss person to win the title of "Miss Communications Divison of
Carla A. Allen, has joined the Social Belle," an annual even(Paridand College in Illinois.
Training Department for the of the Memphis branch of the As Field Trainer, Miss Allen
National Association for the NAACP, and she gained na-! works in the NAACP's expand-
Adavancement of Colored Peo- Honor Societies for Women, the , ed Leadership Training Pro-
pie, and is now working in runner-up to the football queen gram which includes seven
Louisiana, New Mexico, Okla- at Memphis State University. 'left trainers deployed strate-
home and Texas as a field
s "
While at Memphis State, she Ideally across the country. The
trainer. Her headquarters i was elected to Who's Who 'Trainers a s ist indigenous
in Dallas. Among Students in colleges leaders, both in and out of the
The daughter of Mrs. Addie and Universities," and
 
held NAACP membership ranks, to
R. Allen of 1400 Gill and membership in Alpha Lambda develop and improve their
native Memphian, Miss Allen
was graduated in 1967 from
Memphis State University mag-
na cum laude with a bachelor
of arts degree. Later she re-
ceived a master of arts degree
in oral interpretation from the
University of Illinois at Cham-
paign.
Miss Allen was the first
'‘ Philadelphia
Publisher Wins
Murphy Award
a graduate of Carver High
School and LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege. She is a teacher at Han-
ley Elementary School.
Mr. Hawkins is a graduate of
Melrose High School. He at-
tended Arkansas AM&N Col-
lege in Pine Bluff, Arkansas,
and the University of Maryland.
He is employed by the Post
Office.
Central State 2'
Cet Danforth Aid
112LBERFORCE, 0. — Two
senrrs in education at Central
Stier- University ha' e won
Mail in the Danforth Intern-
sh:Errograin and will receive
one-.'ear of paid-for graduate
".in Education at the
University of Cincinnati.
The students are Miss Bar-
bara L. Henry, daughter of!
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Henry„'
of 416 Columbus Ave. in Xenia,l
and Mrs. Clemmie H Friev.1
Ison, 10028 Appoline Street,
Detroit. Both accepted the
awards immediately and plan
to begin at Cincinnati on Sep-
tember 15.
Under the Danforth Pro-
gram the students will receive
"financial support for 12
months beginning in Septem-
ber. This includes fully paid
tuition and allowance for $2,800
for living and other expenses
you may incur."
CHICAGO, — The Philadel-
phia Tribune was named the
third annual winner of the Carl
Murphy Community Service
Award sponsored by The Coca-
Cola Company.
Selection of the winner was
made by the National News-
paper Publishers Association
during their annual convention
held here.
He w a s E. Washington
Rhodes, publisher of the Phila.
delphia Tribune. On hand for
the presentation were Kelvin
Wall vice president and manag-
er market Development De-
partment. Coca-Cola USA and
Harold Hamilton, communica-
tions manager, Market Develop-
ment Department, Coca-Cola
USA.
Also attending the ceremony,
was John Sengstacke, presidentl
of the National Newspaper Ai-
sociation.
The award which honors the
late Carl Murphy, publisher of
the "Afro-American Newspap-
er." consists of a plaque and
$1,000 grant to encourage fur-
ther community service pro-
gram by the black press. The
Philadelphia Tribune was se-
lected for their campaign in the
Philadelphia area.
Black Naval Officer Assumes
Aerial Photography Command
SAN DIEGO. Calif. — Navy
Commander Benjamin W. Cloud,
an 18-year naval veteran, be-
came commanOing officer of
Light Photographic Squadron
63 (VFP-63) on June 24 at the
Naval Air Station, Miramar,
Calif.
Born in San Diego 39 years
ago, CDR Cloud is the son of
Mrs. John W. CLoud of El Calif.
He attended San Diego State
College before beginning his
naval service in October 1952 as
a' Naval Aviation Cadet, In
January 1953, he reported to the
Naval Air Station, Pensacola,
FIT.„ for flight training and was
subsequently commissioned as
ensign and designated a naval
•
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aviator in July 1954.
His first tour of duty as a
naval aviator was with the Nav-
al Technical Training Unit in
Pensacola as a photographic
reconnaissance pilot under in-
struction.
Other duty assignements have
been with Light Photographic
Squadron 61 at Miramar, the
Naval Photographic Center,
and the Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel in Washington, D. C.,
where he served is an aide to
President Lyndon Johnson,
CDR Cloud has also served
with Fighter Squadrons 101 and
41. and with the staff of the
Commander, Air Wing 17 as
Operations and Chief Staff
Officer on hoard the carrier
USS Forrestal.
Commander Cloud reported to
VFP-63 in June 1969 as evecu-
tive officer. VFP-63 was estab-
lished in January 1949 to pro-
vide aerial photography recon-
naissance for the Pacific Fleet.
The need for gathering in-
formation through photography
was felt in the early stages of
World War II. and its develop-
ment was quite rapid. At the
close of the war, it was found
that 85 per cent of all informa-
tion gathered against the Axis
powers was from aerial recon-
naissance.
During the Korean War, near-
ly 95 per cent of all information
gathered was through aerial
photography, pointing up that
aerial reconnaissance and its
related activities provide the
most satisfactory means of ob-
taining detailed, accurate, and
timely information regarding
the enemy and his terrain.
In October 1965, VFP-63 be-
gan operational use of the RF-
8G Crusader aircraft, which
provided the capability of long-
range missions, more time over
the target, higher altitudes, and
speeds in excess of 1,000 miles
an hour.
Aircraft from VFP-63 have
been involved in every major
action in North Vietnam and
many of the conflicts in South
Vietnam. Reconnaissance air-
craft are launched daily from
carriers positioned off the Viet-
namese coast in an effort to
provide local commanders with
current tactical intelligence.
From such intelligence the
tactical commanders make rec-
ommendations to their superior
concerning what weapons to de-
ploy on what targets.
In January 1968, VFP-63 as-
sumed the aerial photographic
reconnaissance duties of its
East Coast sister squadron,
VFP-62, which was disestablih-
ed. The new addition increased
its number of personnel to 63
officers and over 650 men.
With the consolidation of the
two squadrons, VFP-63 will
continue to be home-based at
Miramar, sending detachments
to serve aboard carriers with
both the Atlantic and Pacific
Fleets.
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
5891-91 Bethel (Duplex) $10,930
10 rooms, 2 baths. FRIWISS2.50 Dn.
660 Decatur • $ 8.950
.5 rooms. I bath, FR ' $250 Down
1274 Greenwood $11.250
'11 rooms. I bath. AsbIS $250 Down
2444 Kimball $10,950
5 rooms, I bath, FR1Asb$250 Dolor
301 East Mallory Ave. $10,950
4 rooms. I bath, Stone $250 Down
1549-51 Maplewood St $ 7,750
VA TO MAKE NO REPAIRS OR
UTILITY CHECK
2432 Norman Avenue .1 9,150
.5 rooms, I bath, FR $250 Down
1136.38 RaIlton Ave. $32.750
10 rooms, 1 bath .81,750 Down
3384 Rochester $10,230
4 rooms, I bath, Asb $250 Down
1381 Standridge $ 9,950
6 rooms. I bath. Ash. $230Dowri
Loaf arm, 855% Loam avian*
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
See Any Broker
•
LUCKIEST MAN IN WORLD???
"Everything he touches tunis to GOLD." nave you ever
heard this quotation? Of course; wc all have. Well this is
what they say about Bro. Fred Wilson of Los Angela',
California. ordained Dr. of Divinity; the best 'spiritual
Worker in the country today. Don't gamble on anything,
including numbers, cards, dice, bingo, Dogs, HORSES, until
you talk to him and find out about the "Mule" and the
Tobey. lie makes the best "Hands" in the world. Call for
FREE advice 24 hours a day. ,1dvice on love, money mat-
ters, and court cases.
Area Code 213-734-3918 Los Angeles, Calif.
Delta and Tassel Academic
tional attention when she was
Forensics, French and National
Drams Honor Societies.
As a volunteer, she served as
secretary and at one time vice
president of her NAACP college
chapter. Assuming a very ac-
tive vocal role while attending
NAACP National Conventions,
she Was elected to serve on
the National Youth Work Com-
mittee, the Convention Proce-
dures Committee and other
working committees during the
Convention for Region V.
While working with the Mem-
phis brirdch of the NAACP,
she helped to desegregate pub-
lic facilities, assisted in the
fight f o r equal employment
and participated in voter regis-
tration and education drives.
She organized a group of
high school students who plan-
ned and volunteered services
and cultural enrichment pro-
grams for the churches and
communities. She was advisor
to the Black Student Associa-
tion for a community college
in Minois.
Prior to her employment with
the NAACP, Miss Allen taught
oral i n terpretation classes,
part-time, at the University of
Illinois and classes in psychol-
ogy and language arts to high
school Upward Bound Studen&
She was an instructor in the
skills in communications, prob-
lem analysis, decision-making,
and related fields
Miss Allen's duties include
work with local branches and
other organizations to help re-
cruit and train second and third
,level lay leaders or all persons
who have a stake in the local
community and potential lead-
ership capabilities. The persons
can be trained to assume lead-
ership roles and utilize these
abilities to become a valuable
part of the local community.
The Field Trainer plans proj-
ects according to branch and/
or community interest and con-
ducts workshops to assist lay
leadership in the implementa-
tion of effective self-help pro-
grams and utilization of exist-
ing resources in education, la-
bor, consumer education, eco-
nomic development, housing
and political education.
THAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT DUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 11 170 BALE STREET JA 6-5300
LEARN TO DRIVE
If. You Nays AiyTrsubls Uat n ever ;
P. lettleg Driver liceasi
Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600
AWNINGS!
METAL
CAN
SUPERIOR
WORKMANSHIP—EASIEST
IRIS
QUALITY
ESTIMATES
VA.
4
,
. Amelia
- • '
)
-LOW PRICE- UNEXCELLED
TERMS—QUICK HMO
WITHOUT OSLIGATION
,
Beautiful-Ceetorn
DRAPERIES
and
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SLIP
LOWEST
COVERS
PRICES
,
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,
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SUPERIOR TAILORING
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i
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• 4
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r SAMPLES SHOWN
IN YOUR HOME '
I.
.
a. - 
f. f, <-,. -4.
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE. - :• • s•
'
ESTIMATES FR1E . .:
WITHOUT OBLIGATION
EASY TERMS
WINDOW SHADES FLOOR COVERINGS
VENETIAN & VERTICAL RUGS, CARPETS
BLINDS
fr 
.
HARD SURFACE
WILLIAM
.,
f3HAIDE N AWNING co.
216 6. Pauline 276-4431
Buy U. S. Savings Bonds
-,‘•-•5,"55rt."5",-5°5' 'HItterwciertttnesellaissessego..
be-ins and
emins,ImAre
a drop-in film
a camera that
the whole
scene in the palm
of your hand.
The price?
protest.
For budget be-ins: the little 124 camera in a
complete outfit for less than $22. Nothing
to set. Or forget. (Just pop on a flashcube
I ndoors . ) Greatcolor snapshots and
color slides come easy with the camera
and film mode for each other.
Kodak lestematie color
cameras from less thee $10.
Oh, bow they click.
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TALENT SEARCH
ASSOCIATES
1ST Mid-South
MINORITY CAREER CONFERENCE
will be held
August 28 - 29. 1970
at the
HOLIDAY INN RIVERMONT
Over 50 LOCAL and NATIONAL
CORPORATIONS have been invited
to participate in this conference.
THE MID-SOUTH
MINORITY CAREER CONFERENCE
Is open to College Graduates,
both recent and experienced.
0 00 00 00 00 1
BLACK ART EXHIBIT — Ronald B. Lee,
Assistant Postmaster General for Market-
ing and planning, admires the striking
work of a black artist at the 14th annual
New York Post Office Employees' Art Ex-
hibit. The week-long show, heavily influenc-
ed with black expressions, opened Monday
June 22 in the Postmaster General's Recep-
Aaron Henry Receives
Award At NEA Confab
Aaron E. Henry of Clarks-
dale, Miss., will be the reci-
pient of the National Education
Association's Civil Rights
Award during the Association's
annual meeting in San Fran-
cisco on July 2. The meeting is
being held at the Hilton Hotel
there.
The award is being present-
ed to Mr. Henry for his long
and genuine support of t h e
school teachers in Mississippi
and America and for giving un-
selfishly of his time, talent and
expereince to help for a better
day for school children and
school personnel of his state
tion Room in Washington, D.C. Entitled
"Mother sad Child," the portrait catching
Mr. Let's eye was painted by David Mc
lver, a 26-year-old substitute clerk at the
New York Post Office. The entry won hon-
orable mention in the oils division. More
than 70 per cent of 09 entries were sub-
mitted by black postal employees.
. - - -
and the nation.
Also attending the National
Convention of the National Edu-
cation Association are J.D Wil-
liams, Jr., Willie James Jones
and Miss Yvonne Rich of Coa-
homa County.
In acknowledging the award,
Mr. Henry said that he was.
grateful for the honor, but that
ther is still too much left un-
done in Clarksdale and Coa-
homa County, as well as the
state of Mississippi and Ameri-
ca to relax.
Before leaving San Francisco,'
he planned to say, "We must
put forth dynamic action now
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
(WHITEHAVEN] EAST
5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
'OPEN 2"Rs. CLOSED SUNDAYA DAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$0,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
1 4. Heavy
Roast
Showboat 6-Limit
Pork & Beans
14 Or C,in, 3/23*
Fred Montesi Sliced Enriched
Hamburger oi
Buns Hot Dog Pkg of 8 190
center cut chuck
per lb. 850
"um Spa re
Meaty
Ribs
3 to 5 Lb. Lb. 610
30 Lb. Box 17.70
Del-Monte I ight Meat Chunk Ilitnit
Tuna 6,/2 Oz. Can 27
Cokes, Pepsi, Sprite or 7-Up
S-Total Limit
Drinks B€11 . 0
_ Ham
 
Slices
Kraft Apple Grape, Apple Strawberry,
.er Apple Blackberry 4-Total Limit
Jelly 18 Oz. Glass 25o
Duman Hines White, Yellow, Lemon,
Doves Food 18'/, Oz. Boxes 3-Limit
Cake Mix 3/890
Falstaff 3-Limit
12 Oz. di ApeoimieBeer 6 Cans I
Reinbo Dill Hamburger
Pickles 160z. 29$
Armoo.5 5 Eli.
Sausage
Center Cut Lb. 99*
Grade "A"
Fryers
Cut Up Lb.3 30
(4 Legged or Split Lb. 36)
Fresh An ma.
Ground M
BURGER
3 lb.pkg. 
lb. 
80
or more tgle
Fresh Pork
Chops
Vienna Center Cut Lb. 89,c2/45 First Cut Lb. 63
Prices in the ad effective noon, July 9 thru
midnight July15 We reserve the
right to- timit quantities. None sold to dealers.
Trench's
Mustard 240z. 290
Wishbone 
Italian Dressing 8 oz. Bti. 290
Dime Brand Sweetend Condensed
Milk 14o. 33*
Fred Montesi
Bacon
Thick or Red.
2 Lb. Pkg. $1.40
Reg. Sliced Lb. 71*
U.S.D.A. Choice
Heavy Beef
Steaks
Sirloin Per Lb $ 1.11
T Bone Per Lb. $1.21
Domino or Godchaux
SUGAR 50,Rd9c
Pure Cane
Deans 1/2 Gal. Ctn.
Lemonade or Jungle Juice 19
Pet Ritz
Pie Shells Pkg. of 2-9 Inch 29 0
Birdseye
Broccoli Spears 10 Oz. 330
Burdseye
Whole Okra
 •1•1111•111
looz. 330
Pert
Napkins
 1
200 Ct. Pkg.
25*
WE WILL BE OPEN
TIL 6 P.M. JULY 4th
Fred Monteg
Domino or Godchaux
PURE CANE
SUGAR
5 Lb Bag 9
Vvith ihIS OUVOrl and 71 0i) pur
chase excluding value of coupon merchan-
dise (fresh milk products and tobacco a/-
so excluded in compliance with state law)
Coupon expires noon Wednesday, July 7
1970.
VVV
n per I lv per week.
to cause Coahoma County and
Clarksdale to yield to the poli-
cies of democracy."
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
Termites
Roaches
Rats & Fleas
We Kill
All Bugs
Fl-IA. & V.A. Certificates Issued
-.Master Charge & Sank-
Americard Accepted-Our Sys-
tem is Safe to Childrita & Pets.
EVERS Unwise &
Post Control System
Call:321-6133 Any Time
SOUTHLANDS SAMS SU:
After the fireworks, flag flying, hair-raising
and hot dogs, come see us at Southland ---
We'll turn you on full blast!
Closed Wed. and Sun. Admission 50S
Sorry no minors. . .We're rated "A" for
Adult Entertainment
WEST MEMPHIS
ARKANSAS
SUMMER HOME Of GREYHOUND CHAMPONS
ogra•NO.
MIP
••••••
FEDDERS sayings
Celebration
SAVE lp to $40.N olthe most fames air csalltimerii the r
181000 BTU's Save Sig en Feidere'__ _thebigg"t""einsirccel-ditioning‘ . Fadden; °sesames its 75th birthday with
bur-commemorative air coliditioneri. You cele-
brate with praCiOta dollars saved *ben you buy one
fts. of these Diamond Jubilee air conditioners now!-$28495
EXCEPTIONALLY POWERFUL . . .
cads anon*, floor of most hornes whet*
aftVagie IS a 
exists.
 40 save $30 save *20
'P Quist Sound esefts
Handsomfmet Ms.
camomiel mob*
'P Hi MrsemtestiesS0111
sod Laced
Miustabisautotastie
mmusstet
Memaid sit dinotion
ambit
Nessive Cooling Peries
kr emu est days
Pessrfuldshumilleation
Muleilis esneideal
Fair
4r redly maned emciett
sissi cabinet
23,500 BTU's 14,000 BTU's 81000 BTU's
34495 
I 
244 I '18495
All 5 Sior" FEDDERS, World's Largest Selling Air Conditioners
Open Doily
8 A.M. to
9 P.M.
I swan 1
3431 SUNIMIll
.D.SMOnd it..0$1•• moors coroos,ed to comnarabie csoacrty stendard Foidats triode41
amitance company
SINCE 194S
L I. ISATLiti I O. 10141KLI
.111/HITEHAVEN1
425$ RWY. 31 SO.
Pb... 324-4406 Pb... 3114-40111
FRAYSER 
311$ THOMAS
I. I GArt1141
LA/AAR I POPLAR
2574 IUIJAAR 3237 POPLAR
Plumb 338-4585 Ph•ou• 743-5370 10004111* 012-1041
•
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Pall Mall Sports Horizon
Menthol 100t. ROBERSON WITH ROOKIES These rookie tryouts give clubLOS ANGELES — Mempinan oficials an opportunity to
Rick Roberson is no longer a watch their draft picks and
. National Basketball Association other hopefuls who would give
Ion r. ,,,,yet milder'. Leiters, but the big 6-9 center number from two to f o u r de-
t." ook part in the Laken' annual pending upon the team's pres-
,
. rookie after completing his first a right arm for a pro contract.
season with the Los Angeles Those asked to return usually
. naokie Camp Game at T h e ent needs. Therefore each
Forum last week before taking player knows his chances of
off for the Bluff City and the sticking are slim at best if he
Bahamas. Little Calvin Murphy isn't a high draft pick with a
led San Diego to an exciting bundle of cash-already in his
138-133 win. pockets for signing.
Coach Joe Mulaney used the . The Lakers will give further
ex-Mitchell Road and Univer-linstructions this summer to
frazurta
-
111Mrst-selling
!Mall Menthol 100's 18 mg
Menthol King 20 mg
Pall Mall
Menthol 100%.
U.S.
Government
figures show
Pall Mall
Menthol 100's
lower in
"tar" than
the best-
selling
menthol
king
sity of Cincinnati star for only
11 minutes, all in the first half;
however, Roberson scored nine
points and pulled down 11 re-
bounds for top honors in that
department. Murphy, the Ni-
agra All-American who thrilled
a large Memphis audience in
the East-West All-American tilt
held there this year, made a
believer out of 6,282 fans as he
led the Rockets with 20 points
and 10 assists.
Roberson considers himself
quite fortunate as he explained
Columbia's two time All-
American Jay McMillan, Ernie
Killum of Stetson and Larry
Mikan of Minnesota. John
Fultz of Rhode Island, late re-
porting to camp also will get a
longer look from Coach Mu-
laney and general manager
Fred Schaus.
Murphy, who at one time
was considering a Berle ml
Globetrotters offer, is given
good chance to become t he
smallest NBA starter at 5-9.
"I know it will be tough mak-
ing the San Diego team, but Ithe difference between col-1 consideredthe money factorlegiate play and the pro ranks, 
with the Globetrotters and de-
"The main thing is experience.
"When I got a chance to play
it was an accident. (Rick broke
into the Laker line-up when
Will Chamberlain injured his
knee early in the season.) "I
wouldn't have gotten in any time
if Wilt hadn't got hurt. In the
first nine games I played one
minute, "the 235 pound Rober-
son beamed with his boyish
grin."
Ricky went on to help t h e
Laker; win the Western Divi-
sion playoffs filling in admir-
ably until the seven-foot Cham-
1 berlain made his amazing re-
covery. Roberson has been
keeping himself in shape by
working with the rookies at
Loyola here. Ricky expects to
return to California later this
month and probably will join
one of the area summer league
teams.
CAMP IS TOUGH
cided I wanted t h e competi-
tion," Murphy pointed out while
emerging from the dressing
room with a couple of bags
which nearly hid him.
A few veteran writers on
hand are still a bit skeptical of
whether the diminutive three-
time All-American can make
the grade in the NBA. Murphy
is a phenom and the pros will
find out in due time.
—
Other Car Renters
answer to the
home office.
Calf Carson
11118V10111 to you.
i
Get theBest
Used Cars From thel
Get !Vlore Dealer!
1925 21g1.1 1:3AVE.
..iIISHER 3250 SUMMER
324-4444 i
•
Budweiser • •
•
the best reason in the world
to drink beer.
(But you know that.)
firirnnuiipV
ilir.
111 11:1111CIE
...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY...
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!
You can't do as well
anywhere else!
U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY BEEF
ROUND
STEAK
with our coupon otter
FAMILY PAK OF
FRYING
CHICKEN
LEAN PORK
SHOULDERS
49
MOTHER'S BEST
FLOUR
5-Lb. Bag49
SHOWBOAT
PORK &
BEANS
14 -oz,
Can 10 1
 FRUIT PIES
BANQUET FROZEN
For
CHARLESTON GREY
WATER—
MELONS
24-lb. avg.9 up e
EXTRA LARGE
CANTALOUPES
2t-89
FRESH TENDER
SWEET CORN
10
Ears
ARKANSAS
(through Saturday)
MEL-0-S0FT BREAD 
89,
69`
79'
Red Peaches Ots
KING SIZE
Honeydews
CALIFORNIA
Strawberries -
Ed
FRESH SALAD
Tomatoes 49C
100 EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this
coupon and
$5.00 purchase,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
Products and in add'
Rion to any other pur-
chase requirements.
Good thru Tues., July 7.
ALUM 
limit one.
111,!'",41"
COUPON
PEPSI, 1 UP
or DR. PEPPER
3
 six 1paks
with this coupon and
81.00 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
products.
Good thru Tues.. July 7.
Limit one.
1011 1P1'1I1'Plik.
20-u7.
Loaves
BONUS COUP
FOR FUT \
TOP V .‘1,11;
Si' \ \IPS:_
EXP. 6'30/70
50 with 2 pkgs. Wonder
Tortilla Chips
50 with two 1-1b. pkgs.
Kroger Saltines 
50 with six 1.7-oz. K ropy (3)
instant Tel Mixes
_
50 with two small cane
Kroger Vac-Pac Nuts (4)
50 with 2-lbs. or TOM Ground
Chuck or Ground Round(.
50 with two rut-Up
Fryers
50 with 2 pkgs. Smokiest or ten
Center-Cut Pork Chops
with 2 pkgs. Breasts, Legs (8)
or Thighs
25
 
with a dozen
Lemons
25 with 39c or more
Bananas
25 with
Potatoes
25 with'34bsi'
Onions 
25 with 2 hOWIS
Lettuce 
25 with 
5Cqrn
ears
(1)
(2)
(9)
knxier
matellimmaa...amtwar.ausca, lac. • 31 tosts-auroaa • MO eialbi-E'S • salalleal• -..18111111111111M41181111111Bood1.111.11ang
• as, 94. 
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YOU ARE INVITED TO JOEL'S ANNUAL- ENTERTAINMENT & SALES JAMBOREE 7
it,.4 I k
th
NE Bid
'`ftft-- DAY ONLY!
In addition to BIG DISCOUNTS throughout our
store ...many UNBELIEVABLE BUYS will be offered.
Some are listed below SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT
9 A.M. SATURDAY ! OPEN Iii 9 P.M.
st\t/ ELECTRIC SCISSORS
 
 
ELECTRIC MIXERS
Only 8
to sell' REG. 84.95
Sr
Only 2
to sell! REG.
 $24.95
Ea.
SPANISH CHEST
OF DRAWERS (Only 12)REGULAR $89.95 '399
A, MATTRESS OR
 
 BOX SPRINGS 
gt, LANE CEDAR CHESTS
g PICTURES,
PICTURES 
)\/, TABLE LAMPS
 
 
DINETTES 
k CANOPY BEDS
ODD BEDS
Group of 12
4D-p etes.
Queen. regular,
ex. long, plus
Odds & ends.
6-Only!
REGULAR $79.95
REGULAR $19.95
CHOICE $1 99E
/A'39"
s 95 k
uEa.
Group of 12
REGULAR to $9.95 Each
12 Only Each
Several from 
$2995
Twin or Double
Numerous styli.;
MAPLE BUNK BEDS with rails
$ 95
AIR CONDITIONERS
BEDROOM SUITE
5-Only-WHIRLPOOL
5000 BTU
1 Only
REG. $99.95
'999'  k
'499'
9)(12 BRAIDED RUGS REGRARs4995 1995
HUTCH TOPS EARLY AMERICANREG.$37.95
\!\, SOFA BEDS
'4 LAWN FURNITURE
REG. 899.95
All Vinyl
Metal, & a
good selection'
Air Conditioners
On Sale!
Whirlpool-Fedders-Carrier
NOW IN STOCK!
5,000 BTU to 24,000 BTU
s8?a5
1995  
OUR COST
Here in
person
all day!
ammo
(Saturday, July 4th)
EVERYTHING IN OUR
STORE DRASTICALLY
REDUCED FOR THIS
ONCE A YEAR EVENT!!
EDDIE BOND
BOBBY KILLINGSWORTH
TV STOMPERS BAND
. Bobby Chism . Ellis Mize
. Pat Neal . Marty Collins
. Chuck Riley
Plus KWAM'S
Disc Jockeys !
.BILL PRIDE .JIM B. CLIMER
.RED RYDER .ACE THOMPSON al"
All To Be Here
& Broadcasting From
Our Store!
.•••
90e JURNITUREOPEN EVERY NITE 'TILL 9 P.M.3339 JACKSON PH.327-7388 FINE FURNITURE.Thomasville. Broyhill OUS. United %OM. Bassett
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